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INTR<DUCTION. 
Propheey is the mainspring o~ Old Testament religion. It is 
one of the deepest and most mysterious movements of the human spirit, 
and as such has colored and influenced the life of humanity in a manner 
quite beyond measurable demonstration and appreciation. Being a move-
ment of the human spirit, and representing a religious movement of indi~ 
vidual, group, national and world-wide importance, and having no parallel 
in the religious history of mankind, it must and does have a unique and 
interesting history. There is the period of 1 ts obscure origin; the 
period of its emblazoned purity and highest achievements; and like all 
other great movements that stir the soul, there is the period of its 
decline and expiration. Not expiration in the sense of becoming ob-
liyious, but in the sense that it ceased to function as a creative power. 
Just as prophecy is the immortal gi~ of Israel to the world, so is its 
results the present and imperishable heritage of men from everlasting 
to everlasting, ~or 11 nowhere do we find a succession of men," says Prof. 
Knudson, "extending over several centuries of time, who entertained such 
lo~y conceptions of religion, devoted themselves with such passion and 
power to the realization of these conceptions, and contributed so nuch 
to the permanent moralization and spiritualization of religion, as did 
the prophets of Israel. These men occupy a unique place in religious 
history. To them more than to any other group of men the world is in-
( a) 
debted ~or its richest and noblest spiritual treasure." 
(aJ Knudson, A.C., The Beacon Lights of Prophecy, p. 1. 
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In the following introductory paragraphs of this paper we 
desire to trace, very briefly, the history of prophecy through ita first 
two stages only, with the hope that this type of introduction will best 
lead us into an understanding presence of that august saint and personal 
pietist, Jeremiah. 
1. The Period Of Ita Obscure Origin Before The Time Of Samuel. 
Prophecy, or something to which this general name is given, 
seems to have existed among all peoples. A. B. Davidson observes that: 
"It originated from beliefs or feelings common to men everywhere, such aa . 
(1) that there was a supernatural, a God or gods, on whose will and power 
the wellbeing and the destiny of men depended; (2) that these supernatural 
powers had communion with men and gave them intimations of their will and 
their purposes; and (;) that these intimations were not given to men in-
discri!Dinately, but to certain favrured men, who com1:m.micated them to 
others. Having these beliefs, ordinary men or States desirous of living 
or acting in accordance with the mind of the deity, and particularly when 
in perplexity in regard to what lay in the future, had recrurse to those 
(a) 
through whom the del ty spoke, and consul ted them. 11 
Another observation, which is an important one, is that prophecy 
in the Old Testament especially is by no means e. simple phenomenon. 
It contains many like and unlike elements; it affected different men and 
different groups differently. W ha tei'e r may be the re su 1 ts here, however, 
we observe that the prophets of importance seem to come into special 
prominence whenever the nation to which they belong is facing a crisis. 
This i s especially so of Israel, for during the Philistine ware of the 
eleventh century and the Syrian ware of the ninth century, prophecy 
(a) Davidson, A.B., Art."Prophecy and Prophets", H.B.D., Vol IV, p. 107. 
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flourished. It is probable then that the institution of prophecy can 
be safely designated as being continucus, though oftentimes very obscure, 
from the eleventh century before Christ down into the postexilic period. 
About the only point upon which we are sure is that prophecy is the product 
of impassioned earnestness. The origin of a movement that has ita be-
ginnings in the bosoms of serious-souled men is indeed a difficult thing 
for history to trace. Hence we must depend 
scattered here and there in our Old Testament of the prophetic order. 
In Genesis 20:7.17 Abraham is called a prophet, and in Psalm 105:15 the 
name is given to the patriarchs generally. In Exodus 7:1 Aaron is des-
cribed as a prophet to Moses who was "made a god to Pharaoh." 
In Numbers 11:25-29 the incident of Eldad and Yedad shows that in the 
wilderness 11 the spirit rested upon" certain men, enabling them to prophesy. 
The episode of Balaam in Numbers 22 - 24 is very instructive in ita bearing 
upon the ideas of Divine revelation outside of Israel. In NUmbers 12:5-8 
it is apparent that the Divine intercourse is meant to be vouchsafed to 
Moses. In Deuteronomy 18, where presumably the reference is descriptive 
of Moses as possessing the highest type of prophetic endowment, we have· a 
clear-cut distinction drawn between the true prophet and the false one. 
In Judges 4:4, Deborah is described as both a prophetess and a judge, and 
an anonymous prophet was sent to Israel at the time of the Midianite 
oppression, Judges 6:8. Of course, in all these referenees we must bear 
in mind that the term for prophet (NAB!) is applied to a number of indi-
viduals before the time of Samuel. As Prof. Knudson has well said: 
"This does not necessarily mean that these persons were called prophets 
(a) 
in their own time. We may have here simply the view of a later writer.*' 
(a) Knudson, A.O., The Beacon Lights of Prophecy, p. ). 
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2. The Period Of Prophecy's Highest Achievements. 
It is ~nerally recognized that a new era of prophecy begins 
with SBliUel • Prophecy, in a more or less unrefined form, certainly ex-
isted before the time of Samuel, and at just what point it had its be-
ginning--in the nation's history nobody definitely knows. Peter, in 
Acta 3:24, is believed to have used a current mode of speech when he said 
"all the prophets from Samuel and them that followed after," indicating 
perhaps that the prophetic movement had taken an established form and 
organization. Then again the statement of I Samuel 3tl that in the time 
of Eli "the word of God was rare" (reading with the margin), might indi-
cate the need for organizing, centralizing,and perhaps standardizing the 
prophetic tendencies and utte,rances of Samuel' e time. According to 
I Samuel 10:5-13 groups or bands of prophets existed and apparently lived 
much unto themselves, d~voting themselves to a strenuous, if not excessive, 
type of religious life. By means of music and song they ware able to 
evoke in themselvas frenzied states of physical and mental excitement, so 
much so that in II Kings 9:11 and Hosea 9:7 they were termed "madmen." 
Inasmuch as these bands of prophets looked like, and frequently acted like, 
the prophets of Baal, the theory has bean advanced that prophecy as such 
was not the unique contribution of Israel, but was taken over by them 
from the Canaanites. While we do recogniza today that the Canaanitish 
influencas upon Israel did work a cultural and religirus chan~, giving 
the latter a new type of civilization, yet Israel maintained her native 
~nius for literature and religion. Prof. Pfeiffer, speaking of Canaan's 
influence upon Israel says: 1 The prophets fought the wickedness of Canaan, 
(a) 
but accapted the good in that civilization." Prof. Knudson is can-
(a) Pfeiffer, R.H., Religious Teaching of the Old Test . ,La.c:;t.ure Notes, 
1926-1927 • ... 
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vinced that the prophetic institution ae such did not come from Canaan, 
and speaks ae follows to support hie contention: "There ie no indication 
anywhere in the Old Testament that Hebrew prophecy was ever looked upon 
as having any connection whatsoever with the OS.naani tea. Everything 
pointe in the opposite direction. The prophets, for instance, are in 
several cases (Amos 2:11; II Kings 10:15ff.; and Jeremiah ?5), brought 
into close relation with the Nazirites and Rechabites, both of whom 
represented reactions against Ca.naani tic inati tutions rather than de-
pendence upon them. Likewise, the prophetic dress, the hairy mantle, 
pointe back to the wilderness period. It is then, in the highest degree 
probable that prophecy in Israel goes back to the very beginning of the 
(a) 
nation's history. 11 
Previous to Samuel's time prophecy seems to have been confined 
more to individuals than to grcups. It is believed that Samuel helped 
the institution to take on , the character of a group movement. Whether 
he originated the prophetic connmmi ties known as "sons of the prophets 11 
is difficult to say. A critical state of affairs always awakens intense 
interest, and oftentimes convermea that interest which is common to many, 
into a unified order of movement. So we notice that in times of nation-
al disturbance especially, the prophets became unified and very active 
in their search to di reot the crurse of events. Tradition speaks with 
unndatakable clearness of the influence of Samuel in launching the new 
monarchy. Who knows but that this striking fi~re aided similarly in 
. 
the or~nization of the prophetic order! There is little reference to 
prophets between the time of Samuel and Elijah, yet their influence must 
(a) Ibid, pp. )-4. 
have contiwed to grow, for in the time of Elijah we read in I Kings 
22:5fi'. that fwr rundred of them were in the court of Ahab, while other 
settled colonies were located at Gilgal, Bethel, Ra.mah, Naioth, Jericho, 
and Samaria. They were organized into guilds or corporations - lived 
to~ther, ate to~ther, and some of them apparently were married (II Kings 
4:1-7, ;8-41). And such significant and spiritually superior men as 
Elijah and Elisha helped to direct their spiritual purposes and incli-
nations along higher and more fruitful lines. 
While the chief function of the early and later prophets was to 
seek, and to know the Divine will, and to reveal it wherever and whemever 
it was called for or needed, yet it is presumed that this would not keep 
them busy all the time. So we are told that the prophets, at least many 
of them, like the Christian monks, probably became interested in music and 
literature. Amos was a shepherd and a trimmer of sycamore trees. 
Hosea is believed to have belon~d to the priestly class. Jeremiah's 
father was also a priest. However, as prophets and receivers of the word 
of Jehovah, it was imperative that they devote themselves to the larger 
work of the Kingdom of God, in an endeavor rightly to understand Jehovah's 
will, and this, in the main, a review of the history of prophets and prophecy 
reveals to us, they did. 
But the prophetic order, like most all institutions, had a few 
within ita ranks who lived more on the order than for the order. Many of 
the prophets were dead in earnest and "were ready to seal with their blood 
their loyalty to the truth," (II Kings 9:7; Jeremiah 26:20-23) while there 
were others who yielded to prophesying just for personal gain. These, of 
course were not the real, genuine prophets, and they have been rightly 
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designated as "false prophets. 11 It is hoped that the minority belonged 
to t his class, and that comparatively few of them used the office to gratify 
selfi sh motives. Time, the great teeter and healer of all worthy things, 
brought to pass a "split" in their ranks, and two distinct classes are set 
forth : (a) the true prophets who were exclusively ethical; and (b) the 
false prophets who fell prey to professionalism. We are concerned about 
the first and greater class, to whom belong those great statesmen of God, 
and who were specially endowed with the spirit of God. So DUch so that 
in al l times and in all places, wherever unreality, empty formalism, and 
wickedness lurked, these prophets of God could be depended upon to warn, 
denounce, and oppose publicly, those officials and even kings and princes 
who ruled not in the name of Jehovah. 
Before discussing briefly the fundamental teachings of some of 
these men, let us examine some te.nns used to describe them that may en-
hance cur appreciation of them. Etymology does not give us nuch light 
in determining the nature of prophecy. The term MAL 'AK meaning "messenger 
of Yahweh", would indicate, according to Prof. Leslie, that 11Prophecy is 
intuition of truth, accompanied by feeling that truth was conveyed im-
(a) 
mediately by Jehovah." Some scholars are agreed that the more eignifi-
cant and probable term leading to prophet may come from the Assyrian verb 
NABJ meaning 11 to call 11 or "name" and eo "announce." NABJ then could man 
the "announcer" or the "herald" of the divine will of Jehovah. 
Many other terms, however, are used in the Old Testament to designate the 
prophet. He is called a 11 man of God 11 (I Samuel 9:6; I Kings 17:18); 
a "servant" of Jehovah (I Chroni cles 6:49; I Kings 18:~6; Isai ah 20:~); 
(a) Lealie, E.A., The Old Testament Prophets, Lecture Notes, 1925-1926. 
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a "messenger" of Jehovah (Isaiah 42:19); an "interpreter" (Isaiah 4;:27); 
a "seer" (I Sa.tmlel 9:9); and a "watchman" (Ezekiel ;:17). Summarily, the 
fUndamental conceptions that the•e terms convey to us are: (a) The prophet 
was a kind of speaker, proelaimer, heralder of the word of Jehovah; 
(b) A mediator by speech between man and God. The prophet was not, as 
many have held the term to mean, a foreteller of events, but he was one who 
conveyed a message from God to man, yea, spoke in God's stead. This view 
o~ the prophet is set forth in Exodus 7:1, and more especially in Amos ;:7, 
"Surely the Lord Jehovah wi 11 do nothing, exc:e-pt He reveal Hie secret unto 
His servants the prophets." We must distinguish between true prophetic 
utterance and artificial divination. The heathen ecstatic depended upon 
emotional stirrings and physical frenzy; whereas the Hebrew prophet was a 
product of great passion and unusual insight, and the truth of his utter-
ance was accepted or rejected on the basis of the appeal which it made to 
the religious nature. And the reason we cherish Hebrew prophecy today is 
not because they occasionally foretold fUture events, "but that they re-
vealed to men those great truths relative to the divine character and ~r­
(a) 
pose which still form the basis and substance· of cur faith." 
The prophetic period proper may be said to have extended from 
the eighth to the fourth centuries B.C. At least in these centuries, 
prophecy reaches its highest peak of power and influence in Israel. This is 
that great period known as literary prophecy. Roughly and generally, six 
prophets may be said to belong to the Aseyrian period, Amos and Hosea in 
the Northern Kingpom, about the middle of the eighth century B.C.; Isaiah 
and Micah in the Southern Kingpom, a little later, while Zephaniah and Nahum 
(a) Knudson, A.C., The Prophetic Movement in Israel, p. 16. 
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belong to the early part of the seventh century B.C. As prophets of the 
Babylonian period we find Jeremiah and Habakkuk before the Exile (586 B.C.), 
and Ezekiel during the former part of the Captivity. It is impossible here 
to tl"S.ce the fluctuations in prophetic power and influence, as they waxed 
or waned with the varying fortunes of the nation throughout the period 
of the monarchy. The Northern Kingdom fell in 722 B.C., rut for more 
than one hundred fifty years afterward there appeared prophets in Judah 
who aided the repeated efforts of national reformation made by such kings 
as Hezekiah and Josiah. These, however, met with little permanent success, 
and a change in the characteristic note of prophecy begins with Jeremiah. 
Up to this time Amos ha.d preached mightily against the nation's social 
injustice, immorality and lack of moral reality in the worship of Jehovah 
( cf. 5: 21-24). Hosea, bound up the torn threads of a. sensitive heart, 
and in all mmility, preached the gQspel of love to a devastated Israel. 
· With a tendernese and a pathetic intensity, Hosea pled with his people 
as a nation to accept and manifest Jehovah's love - HESED,(cf.6:6). 
In Isaiah, we benold a rugged, loyal pioneer of faith, always walking 
humbly with hie God, and who gave himself in a long and influential 
attempt to get hie nation to do the same. These three prophets especially, 
together witn :Micah, Zephanian, Nanum, and Habakkuk, all laid their beet 
upon tne altar of the cause of religirus and civil progress of Israel, 
by bringing to bear upon the national poli~ the moral principles of the 
religion of Jehovah, but as time passed the recuperative power of the 
nation declined, "false" prophets seemed to gain in influence, and the true 
prophet's task grew more and more hopeless. In short, this is the kind 
of a ei tuation that starked large and black before the prophetic viei on 
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of the youthful Jeremiah. Virtually all that remained for Jeremiah 
was to preach submission to foreign foes, and the imminence of coming 
judgment, and to point the people to a spiritual fulfilment of promisee 
which could no longer~ realized by means of any earthly monarch or dynasty. 
It was the painful duty of Jeremiah to oppose prinees, priests and people 
alike, as none of hie predecessors had done, and to stand alone, charged 
frequently with lack of patriotism and with actual treachery. 
Though a man of peaceable and kindly temperament, he was involved in al-
most perpetual conflict with personal friends and public officials, and 
wh~never he was tempted to withdraw from a thankless and apparently use-
lese office, the word of the Lord burned within him again like a fire in 
hie bones, and he was bound to deliver it, whether men listened and heeded 
or not. Amos had anticipated him in the demand for the moralization of 
religion, Hosea in the consciousness of Jehovah 1 e personal love for His 
people, Isaiah in hie doctrine of faith and Jehovah 1 e transcendent control 
of the nations, Micah in the separation of the fortunes of Jerusalem and 
the Temple from the essential interests of religion. Unlike Ezekiel and 
Deutero-Ieaiah, Jeremiah is without the massive sacramentaliem of the one, 
which did eo III.lch for the practical preservation of Jewish nationalism, 
and the evangalit:al universalism of the other (cf. Jeremiah 12:14ff., 
16: 19-21). Truly it took a man of great power to take the hopes of 
material good which national disaster had eo completely overthrown, and 
by forging them in a heart that burned with the zeal of Jehovah, restate 
them, relive them and relate them to the individual life in such a way 
that spiritual hope and consolation could be promised all of those who 
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truly sought and followed Jehovah personally. His life is an undying 
example of the influence and power of great ideas, once they have enter-
ed the world by the conquest of a rumen awl. In general, one ma.y say 
that it ie along this line of the personal realization of truth, rather 
than that of its formulation into an explicit doctrine, that we find 
Jeremiah's particular contribution to religion. In him, as never before 
in any one else, religion became individual, spiritual, intimate, warm 
with the life-blood of a loving and sympathetic heart. Hie life be-
came the channel for a new revelation of religion as personal fellowship 
with God. This idea finds its clearest articulation in his prophecy of 
the "new covenant" (;1:)1-;4). And it is in this unique concept of 
religion as an inner personal relation to God, as contrasted with de-
pendence on the Temple and its ritual formalities, that Jeremiah gives 
to all succeeding generations, the permanent enrichment of the whole con-
ception of religion. 
11 The book of Jeremiah, 1 it has been said, 'does not eo much 
teach religious truths as present a religious personality. Prophecy had 
already taught its truths, its last effort was to reveal itself in a 
life. 1 That life, like every human life, had its incidents, its con-
flicts and agonies, its heights and depths, its pathos and its tragedy; 
and in all ita varied experiences it ie an instructive and fascinating 
study. But through all its merely J::ruman aspects we can see in it the 
efflorescence of the spiritual principles which are the essence of the 
prophetic movement in Israel." (a) 
(a) Skinner, J ., Prophecy and Religion, pp. 16-17. 
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CHAPTER I. 
A GENERAL SURVEY CF THE LIFE AND TIMES OF JEREMIAH. 
It is a grave mistake ever to attempt to know a great man 
and to unde·rstand his message apart from hie native envirollm3nt and 
hi atorical setting. Jeremiah 1e ministry was one of more than forty 
years of very active and intense interest. It began in 626 B. C. 
and extended beyond the fall of Jerusalem in 586 B. C. The world in 
which he lived was ghastly real with its lively story of warfare, 
politics and plunder. 
The Assyrians were a robber-like nation, plundering, burning 
and destroying in 1Jheir day of supremacy. We will recall how they had 
plundered the tribe of' Naphtali in the days of Tiglathpileaer IV, 
earring off part of the population into captivity, and how in 722 
Sargon II destroyed Samaria and brcught the Northern Kingdom to an end, 
and how in 701 Sennacherib ravaged Judah by shutting king Hezekiah up 
in Jerusalem like a bird in a cage, but he was not able to take the 
city. Many believed that this thing eould not go on forever and 
God 1 a vengeance be forever delayed. So in 668 there came to the 
Assyrian throne the last of their great kings, Aahurbanipal, and upon 
his death in 625, there was no worthy successor to take up his sword. 
It is significant that Jeremiah 1 e prophetic call came just one year 
before the passing of the great Aaeyrian king. In Assyria's conquest 
of Egypt, which happened shortly before all of this, Assyria attained 
her greatest extension of power, but now men pictured her rapid decline, 
and shortly af'ter the death of Aahurbanipal, the proud city of Nineveh 
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fell in 6ll.(a) Herodotus tells us that from 640 to 612, the Scythians 
terrorized southwestern Asia. They lD.lS't have had something to do with 
the decline of Assyria, although it is generally conceded that the new 
Babylonian king, Nabopolassar, prevented Assyria from reestablishing 
sovereignty over Babylon. 
In 609 Necho II, king of Egypt, set out to profit from the 
Assy r ian downfall. He marched up the coast of ?alestine, but Josiah, 
now king of Judah, unwilling to see the extension of his authority en-
dangered by the Egyptian advance, accordingly opposed the Egyptian king 
at Megiddo. Necho II was victorious and Josiah was slain (II Kings 
23: 29). So far as we know, Jeremiah remained comparat.ively silent 
during the years of Josiah, for he was a good king, and Jeremiah said 
of him: "He judged the cause of the poor and needy; then it was well. 
Was not this to know me? saith Jehovah." (Jeremiah 22:16). 
Josiah wae succeeded by Jehoahaz (whom Jeremiah calls Shallum), but he 
was deposed at the end of three months by Necho II, who put Jehoiakim, 
the Egyptian nominee, on the throne. Jeremiah lamented the fate of 
Shallum (Jeremiah 22: 10-12), and thoroughly despised his successor, 
who was a selfish and unscrupulous ruler (Jeremiah 22: 13-19). 
But Necho II and his glory did not last long, for in 605 Nebuchadrezzar 
of Babylon, defeated the Egyptian king in a battle at Oarchemish. 
This decisive battle, to Jeremiah, was very significant, and marked the 
turning point of the age, (Jeremiah 25). Previous to this there was 
a question as to whether Syria and Palestine would be taken by Egypt 
or Babylonia. Now we learn that they became subjects of the Babylonian 
Empire, and remained so until the capture of Babylon in 538. 
(a) Barton, G?A., Archaeology and The Bible,"The Fall of Nineveh11 , 
pp. 491-94, a translation of Assyrian text by 
C.J .Gadd, London, 1923. ~· _, ...:_. 4' .~ 
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fut during this period of Babylonian vassalage, Judah experienced several 
sporadic spurts of independence. In 59?, after paying tribute to 
Babylonia for three years, they revolted, and before the Babylonian 
army reached Jerusalem Jehoiamim died. Jehoiachin, his eon, succeeded 
to the throne, and after an independent reign of three months, surrender-
ed to Nebuchadrezzar, and was carried as a captive to Babylon. 
With him went a large body of capable and upright citizens, and in 
Jeremiah 24 the prophet represents that those who were taken to Babylon 
were, morally the beet, while those who were left at Jerusalem were moral-
ly the worst, of the population. One wculd think that such treatment 
wculd break the spirit of the people, but such did not happen. 
Zedekiah now became king of the remnant of population left in Jerusalem, 
and before much time had passed, the same passionate zeal for independ-
ence caused them to break out in another revolt, and this time the price 
paid was the capture and destruction of Jerusalem in 586. 
Tnis, in fragmentary form, represents the more important 
historical incidents that environed tne life and activity of tne prophet 
from Anatnoth,i Truly they were trcubleeolll:l times, and. tried most 
severely the scul of this great religious spirit. May we now undertake 
to trace briefly some of the more pertinent experiences of the prophet 
through these troublous times. 
Prof. Knudson makes this important division in Jeremiah1 s 
ministry: "His ministry may naturally be divided into three periods, 
that under Josiah (B.C. 626-608), that under Jehoiakim (B.c. 608-597), 
(a) 
and that under Zedekiah (B.C. 597-586)." We have alluded to the 
(a) Ibid, p. 174. 
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comparative quietness of the prophet under the reign of Josiah, a.nd 
this for the reason that : "some of the worst evils of which the prophet 
ha.d complained were supPressed with e. strong hand, a.nd a.l thrugh he ea.n 
hardly have been satisfied with the condition of things, he apParently 
felt no ea.ll to intervene with dema.nd·e for repentance a.nd reform. 
Social conditione were probably prosperrus, a.nd the people considered 
th 1 t t d hi hi th fa.v~ · r of the1'r God." (a.) emse vee o s a.n g n e  
Josiah ascended the throne a.s a boy of eight. In J osia.h 1 s 
eighteenth year repairs on the Temple were undertaken e.t the young 
king' s command-. In the erurse of these repairs an incident occurred 
which greatly strengthened the king 1s purpose of reformation. A book 
of la.w wa.s found which purported to be the La.w of Moses. To test the 
genuineness of the document, after it ha.d been read carefully to the 
king, it was submitted to an old prophetess, Hulda.h, who, since it agreed 
with her conception of the ideal religion of Yahweh, declared it to be 
the genuine la.w of Moses (II Kings 22). The king then made the con-
tents of the book public by having it read a.t an assembly a.t the Temple. 
Upon this document Josiah set himself to reform the religious worship 
a.nd the institutions of hie kingdom, and because of its strong denun-
cia. tiona of idolatry, it swept a.wa.y from Judah a.ll shrines except the 
Temple of Jerusalem, a.ll pillars a.e representatives of deity, a.nd a.ll 
aehera.he, together with a.ll immora.li ty practiced under the guise of 
religion (II Kings 2)). Modern scholarship a.nd critic ism have clear-
ly demonstrated that the La.w which came into operation a.t this time wa.s 
the La.w of Deuteronomy, although there is considerable doubt whether 
(a.) Peake, A.S., Jeremiah, The Century Bible, Vol. I, p. 15. 
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the document fcund was the now known entire book of Deuterononu. 
This book was found in 621, and it is held by some that the reason 
Jeremiah was not consulted on the discovery of this book is due to the 
fact that ~hie earlier disccurses dealing with the anticipated peril 
of the Scythian invasions, as recorded in chapters 2 - 6 in his book, 
.v . f d t~y failed to materiahze. Was the failure o hie pre ietion to 
come true such a severe blow to him that he stopped prophe_eying be-
tween the years 621 and 608, for we apparently have no prophecies from 
him in this period? \Ve do not know. Many reasons are given for hie 
prolonmed silence in this period, and the one that seems moat acc&pt-
able to me is that he probably looked ~on the Deuteronomic reform to 
avert, temporarily at least, the doom he_ had previcusly :proncuneed 
upon the nation. Social and religious conditione were eo much better 
under Josiah that Jeremiah did not feel justified in issuing fUrthe~ 
prophecies at that time. We shall not discuss the matter of Jeremiah's 
relation to the Deuteronomic reform any fUrther at this time, for it is 
the purpose of Ohapter IV of this paper to treat this relationship 
more fUlly. 
The tramedy of Josiah's death and Judah's subjection to 
Egypt shattered the hopes and confidence of the people in the reformers. 
During the twenty-two years which intervened between the death of Josiah 
and the downfall of the State, disaster trailed disaster. We may pre-
sume that. the Egyptian leanings of J ehoiakim made it easy f'or Neche II 
to choose him. Suffice to say, he lacked kingly characteristics, and 
proved to be a man of quite different religious inclinations than hie 
father. As Prof. Knudson puts itt "Whether or not his example was 
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responsible for it, we· have at the beginning of his reign a recru-
(a) 
deacence of heathenism and immorality." From the lips of 
Jeremiah himself, in chapter 22:1)-19, we have the weightiest evi-
dence for the misgovernment of the king. In addition to the heavy 
fine imposed by Egypt, the king called upon the people for large sums 
of money for buildings, and their misery was doobled when he forced 
them to labor withrut remneration. 
First, came Jeremiah's twice-reported Temple speech (chapters 
7 and 26), in which the people were warned that unless they reformed, 
God woold surely destrqy their Temple as He had destroyed the ancient 
sanctuary at Shiloh. The priests and the prophets accused him of 
blasphemy, and desired him to be put to death, but Jeremiah was be-
friended by the people and the princes on the justification that his 
claim to speak in the name of Yahweh warranted their securing him from 
death. We read that another prophet, Uriah, who had applied Jeremiah's 
message directly to king Jehoiakim, suffered instant death. Jeremiah, -
however, was not intimidated by Uriah's death, or threats upon his own 
life, and a year or so later he made a similar declaration in the 
Temple crurt that the city wruld be destroyed (Jeremiah 19:1--20: 6), 
whereupon _Pashhur, the keeper of the Temple, had him beaten and put 
in stocks. Perhaps the torture and humiliation of this event bore so 
heavily upon him that he just had to write chapter 20:7-12, and express 
his irresistible deei re to preach. At any rate his prophecies were 
interpreted as acta of defiance, and he was restricted admission to 
(a) Ibid, p. 179. 
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the Temple ccurt (Jeremiah )6:5). This prohibition is regarded as 
unfortunate, but not so, for now this statesman of the spirit dictated 
to hie secretary, Baruch, the prophecies he had delivered during the 
twenty-three years of his mini at ry. The obviws purpose here was 
not so much preservation for the future as perpetuation for the present, 
for he commissioned Baruch to read them to the people at the next public 
assembly. They were read a second time before a company of princes. 
Next they were taken to the king who became furious, eo much eo that 
he cut the roll to pieces and burned the fragments in the fire. 
Jehoiakim then ordered the arrest of both Jeremiah and Baruch, but they 
had gone into hiding, and this afforded the prophet a second opportunity 
to di:ctate- hie former prophecies, to which, we are told, there were 
added many like words. Where Jeremiah went, and how long he remained 
in concealment, no one knows definitely. 
We now turn to the third and last period of hie ministry. 
Prior to the appointment of Zedekiah, we recall Nebuehadrezzar having 
taken a large number of the people into captivity, and in chapter 24 
they were described as "good figs", while those who remained home were 
designated as "bad figs". . Jeremiah was left behind for reasons un-
known, unless he was hiding in secret, or did not hold membership in 
the upper strata of society. Nevertheless, he defended the interests 
of the captives, and in a long letter (chapter 29) he promised them 
hope, al thcugh it was far distant. He urged them to settle down in 
their new home and to make the interests of Babylon identical with their 
own, for although they were to be in captivity seventy years, yet would 
Jehovah bring them back. Simultaneously with hie advice to the captives 
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to be content with their lot, Jeremiah opposed the spirit of rebellion 
in Jerusalem, and counseled them not to resist but to acquiesce to the 
suzerainty of Babylon. Strangely enough this sort of prophetic far-
eightedneee brought him, in 594 B. 0., into conflict with the false 
prophet, He.ne.nie.h, (chapters 27 and 28), who maintained the.t in two 
years the yoke of Nebuche.drezze.r wruld be lifted from off the necks of 
all the nations. Jeremiah bitterly opposed this, and even in 587 B. 0., 
I 
when the final rebellion came, hie prophetic message and e.tti tude re-
me.ined unchanged. Time and time again he urged that safety we.e to be 
had only in submission to the Babylonian king (cf. 21:1-J.O; 38~2.18). 
He was convinced that f'e.ilure to do this meant ultimate destruction to 
the city (cf. 37:3-10; 38:21-23). This sort of diabolical talk only 
incited wo white heat the war party, and Jeremiah's common sense and 
humani te.rie.niam we. a labeled e.e high treason, baaed upon de,sertion to 
the enemy. This, of course, was most disheartening and demoralizing 
to the king' a beet soldiers, eo hie immediate arrest was ordered and 
the prophet was put into a slimy cistern to perish. Had it not been 
' for ari Ethiopian, Ebed-melek, who drew him cut of the cistern and re -
stored him to the crurt of the guard, Jeremiah would have died. 
Upon the capture of the city in 586 B. C., Jeremiah cast hie 
lot with the appointed governor, Gedaliah. He cculd have gone to 
Baby l on with the exiles, but he preferred to remain with Gedaliah in 
Judah. The next disastrous blow which shattered the hopes of the re-
maining few we.e the aeeaeeination of Gede.liah by Ishmael, e. member of 
the royal hruse. The survivors, feeling that the Babylonians might 
punish them for Gedaliah1 s untimely death, determined, in spite of 
.. 
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Jeremiah's remonstrations, to flee into Egypt and compelled the aged 
prophet with Baruch to accompany them. History tells us tMt in 
Egypt the little group resumed the worship of the Queen of Heaven, 
and the last scene in which the prophet of the heart appears is that 
in which he protested with them for their idolatry. Peake makes a 
fitting suggestion here: "Whether Jeremiah lingered on a little long-
er and died a natural death, or whether, ae a Christian tradition 
affirms, he was !rllrdered by his infuriated people we cannot say. 
The latter view is only too probable, and some scholars are of the 
opinion that Baruch's biography of his master closed with an aeccunt 
(a) 
of his death, which for shame was excluded from the book of Jeremiah." 
H~1ever the tragic end came, tradition recognizes some tributes 
due this patriarch of personal religion: hie long ministry, his slow 
martyrdom, his enduring fidelity to the God of hie heart, all cast a 
halo of undying memory around his immortal spirit. 
(a) Ibid, p. 27. 
CHAPTER II. 
THE CWPLEX CHARACTER OF THE B_OOIL_9F JEREMIAH. 
The character of this paper precludes a very thorough 
statement and study of the many critical probleme of this book, and 
yet some consideration must be given this aspect of our study if we 
are to have some general ideas about the book as a whole, and under-
atand the great character it presents. 
Critically, this book stands in the class of one of the 
longest and most confused books in our Old Testament. At present it 
seems quite impossible to reconstruct it chronologically, and if we 
were able to do so accurately, we doubt if mch of the present state 
of confusion would be eliminated. Peake says: "No clear principle 
seems to have determined its arrangement, eo that a~ one who reads 
the book straight through finds himself in a state of constant be-
wilderment as he moves backwards and forwards along the prophet's 
career, or, etill , worse, has no clue to the situation or period of 
the prophet's life reflected in the portion he may be reading ••••• 
It is accordingly not strange that a rather unfavourable verdict has 
commonly been passed on Jeremiah' e literary power. When all is said, 
it may be admitted that he was not Israel's supreme poet as he was 
her supreme prophet. Nevertheless his rank is high. Neither he 
nor Baruch is responsible for the book as it stands. The general 
arrangement is due to later editors, and there is a good deal of later 
(a) 
matter in the book." 
G. B. Gray thinks that he finds in the historical appendix 
(a) Peake, I.S., "Jeremiah~ The Century Bible, P• 48. 
from II Kings, sufficient evidence to sustain his view: 
"The extract from Kings with which this collection closes (ch.52) 
refers to the release of Jehoiachin in the year 561; and to 1 all 
the (subsequent) days' of his life down to his death. The presence 
of this chapter, which cannot have been written till sometime afte~ 
561, nor included in the book of Jeremiah till later still, is one 
of the most obvious of many indications that Jeremiah, who began to 
prophecy in 626, and cannot have been born much, if at all, later 
(a) 
than 650, did not write the book which now bears his name." 
Such argpments, of course, carry weight so far as the whole 
book is concerned, but as denials that Jeremiah wrote or dictated 
portions of the book, it is not conclusive. Schmidt is even more 
rad i cal in his views since he believes that we have nothing in the 
book from the hand of the prophet or even from his scribe Baruch. 
His view is that many of the oracles we possess are only free re-
productions of the discourses that lived in the memory of Jeremiah's 
disciples and admirers. He admits, however, that these give us access 
to many of the sentiments, thoughts and forms of ex pression of which 
Jeremiah is the author. Schmidt fUrther states "Freely from memor,y, 
speeches were written down that they might not be forgotten, still 
preserving, in spite of many words added, somewhat of the original 
flavor •••• It is the breath of a mighty spirit, felt particularly in 
the earlier parts of the volume, that forbids the theory of Havet and 
Varnes according to which our book is wholly pseudepigraphical and 
(b) 
Jeremiah a fictitious chA.racter. 11 
(a) Gray, G.B.,A Critical Introd. to the Old Testament, p 189. 
(b) Schmidt, N.,Art."Jeremiah", Ency. Biblica, Vol. II, p. 2~80. 
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Schmidt then would deny the direct authorship to any portions of the 
book, but he would hold that the book may rightly be named after 
Jeremiah since he furnished the ideas, which were later written down . 
from memory by his disciples. Continuing, he says "The book appears 
to be the product of write re unknown to us by name. They may be divided 
into the following classes: a) reporters and collectors of oracles; 
. . (a) 
b) prophets; c) historians; d) poets; e) editors and annotators." 
Perhaps the moat striking piece of work along the line of Biblical 
criticism is that offered by B. Duhm, a summary of whose analysis will 
be given in detail a little later in this section. He is of the opinion 
that we have nothing from the lips of Jeremiah except sixty short poems 
which are all written in rhythm (quatrains of alternate-three-stressed 
and two-stressed lines). This, as Sellin notes, m~ "be right in de-
tail, but the principle is unsound. There i a not a shadow of proof 
that some of the prophet's discourses were not delivered in ¥.hythmic 
prose; chapters 1 and 16 are certain proof to the contrary.• 
f,_o..A_ 
(b) 
Erbt's criticism is observed to arrived at about the same result as 
I . 
that given by Duhm, although he did not go quite so far as Duhm. 
Cornill answers both of these theories very effectively, and as hie 
remarks lead us into the next part of our discussion, we will quote 
them here: "In ~ view,• he states, "both Duhm and Erbt have not 
sufficiently taken into account the narrative in chapter ~6. 
The original roll of the year 605, even if older notes were utH.ized 
in it, could not have been a mere book of songs, a mere collection of 
(a) Ibid, p~ 2~82. 
(b) Sellin, E., Introd. to the Old Testament, p.l51. 
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short fra(gllents, rut nust already have been invested with the character 
of a book, and must have been the result of Jeremiah's own productive 
(a) 
and editorial powers." 
Now let us approach our problem from the point of view of the 
book itself, and naturally we go to the narrative which is related in 
chapter ~6. In the year 605 B.C. Nebuehadrezzar defeated Necho in the 
battle of Carchemish, and the Egyptian suzerainty came to an end. 
This incident made a deep impreea1on upon the mind of Jeremiah, ~nd it 
moved him to undertake "the most momentous step in hie public career." 
He had prophesied and the people had refUsed to listen; he had sounded 
t he note of warning, but with no avail, and now he resolved to use 8. ·'· 
new method; he· wculd reduce to writing all the words which Jehovah had 
spoken to him since the beginning of hie ministry, from the thirteenth 
year of Josiah until the present. In this way he hoped to stir, the 
conscience of his people. These prophecies he dictated to Baruch, 
who read them some months later in the Temple (December 6o4). It was at 
the time of a national feast, when the people from all parts of the 
country were assembled in Jerusalem. The news of Carchemish had reach-
ed their ears, and they were in a mood to listen to the meseame from 
the prophet. As Skinner puts it: 11 The prospect of another invasi on 
like that of Sennacherib in 701 was enough to fill the boldest with 
alarm; and the king, shivering ·over hie winter fire, must have shivered 
inwardly as he contemplated the miscarriage of the mistaken policy 
which for four years had kept him on the throne." 
(b) 
(a) Cornill, C.H.,Introd. to the Canonical Books of the O.T.,p.~02. 
(b) Ibid, p. 2~7· 
Surely the time was ripe for the word of Jeremiah. The multitude was 
deeply moved as Baruch read, and even the priests and prophets who were 
bitterly opposed to Jeremiah were overawed by the message. The story 
continues that the king, Jehoiakim, was eo angry that he cut the roll 
into pieces and cast its fragments into the burning grate. Jeremiah, upon 
hearing of the fate of his prophecies, dictated them again to Baruch, 
and it is likely that "many like words" were added to this second 
edition (cf. 36:32). This narrative is v&ry important for it gives us 
the kernel of the book, which could not have been eo volumincus for we 
remember that it was read through three times in one day. In all prob-
ability the present work was compiled from this original narrative, but 
it is uncertain how far the redactom or edi tore maintained the original 
order of Jeremiah. A. B. Davidson eeye "Some passages may have been 
transferred in order to unite them with later passages of a similar 
nature, e.g., 22:1Q-l2.13f with 22:24f. Some parts of chapter 25 cer-
tainly belonged to the first roll (25:9,10 with ;6:29) and also to the 
second; the passage however, was removed from its original place(probably 
to form an introduction to a series of prophecies against the nations), 
(a) 
and is now redactional and greatly glossed." 
The fact that Jeremiah dictated hie prophecies to Baruch. does 
not absolutely imply that the prophet himself wrote nothing at all, for 
it is possible and very probable that he had made written notes of the 
things that he had said during the twenty-three years of hie ministry .• 
We must also note that these prophecies being dictated from memory and 
covering this long period, would not be reproduced exactly as they were 
(a) Davidson, A.B.,Art. 11 Jeremiah", H.B.D., vol. II, p.572. 
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spoken. Jeremiah was finding in all the words he had spoken, a message 
for that present day, and we must grant him the liberty to change what 
he had said, so as to adapt it to the needs of the hour. That it did 
strike flint in the situation facing Judah is seen in the wrath it en-
gendered in the heart of the king. J. M. P. Smith is not without good 
grounds when he says: 11 This gave Jeremiah a chance to bring his old 
oracles against the Seythie.ns up to date by reinterpreting them as 
(a) 
applying to the new eneiey" from the north, viz. the Babylonians." 
If we accept this view, then it is quite clear to us why so much of the 
material in the early chapters is fragmentar,y and without connection, 
and why passages in the same chapter belong to different situations. 
The headings and dates are probably later additions and were not con-
tained in the original roll. "This is evident", says Davidson, "from 
the indefiniteness of some of them, e.g., ~:6 1 in the days of Josiah 1 , 
and from the similarity of those in the earlier to those in the later 
(b) 
part of the book." 
When we come to the parts of the book which belong to the 
years after the 5th year of Jehoiakim1 s reign, we find that the material 
is very much confUsed, and in some cases presents an enigma which cannot 
be solved. In chapters 24 and 27 we have passages which appear to be 
from the prophet himself, but most of hie sayings from now on are en-
closed in historical settings, and this historical matter is not from 
the hand of Jeremiah. Sellin disposes of this later material in a way 
that is worthy of our attention. He says 1 To this roll, new material 
was added later, partly by Jeremiah himself (all the passages which are 
(a) Smith, J.M.P., The Prophets and Their Times, p. 14~. 
(b) Ibid, P• 572. 
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in the first person, cf. ~6:~2) partly by Baruch (moat of the passages 
- with the exception of superscription- which speaks of Jeremiah in 
the third person, for these contain things which only Baruch, in addi-
tion to the prophet can have known, cf. 45:2-4), and finally, by later 
hands; so that in the book as we have it, three categories of passages 
(a) 
are to be distingMished." 
Direct~L.f!om Jeremiah 
1:1-9.26 
10:17 -- 17:18 
18 
20:7Ql8 
21:11-14 
22 -- 25:11.15-26 
27 
~0 _ ... ~2 
~5 
He makes the following division: 
From the hand of Baruch 
19 
20: 1-6 
21:1-10 
26 
28 
29 
~~:1-1~ 
~4 
~6 -- 45 
47, and the kernel of 
46 - 48 - 49 
With regard to the compilation of the material Sellin adds 1When and 
by whom Baruch's memoirs were worked up together with Jeremiah's die-
courses we do not know. But the most probable hypothesis is that 
Baruch wrote them from the first with a view to supplementing and 
elucidating the discourses, and accordingly, that here it is not necessary 
to assume a special redactor. The direct transition from materi al 
dictated by Jeremiah to material narrated by Baruch, and conversely, 
which is frequently found (chapters 25, 27, ~2, ~5, etc) is best 
(b) 
explained in this way. 11 This statement sets forth the two 
different views that are held in regard to this later material. 
Some hold that it is uncertain as to who wrote the historical sections 
of the book, and a few would go e:s.-far as Schmidt and claim that there 
( a ) Ibid, p. 149. 
(b) II II 150. 
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is not the slightest evidence tha.t a.ny pa.rt of the volume wa.s ever 
written by Baruch. Such a. position seems a.rbitra.ry a.nd a bit un-
rea.sona.ble, not to say dogmatic, while on the other hand the view 
held by Sellin is in more in line with the spirit a.nd contents of the 
book. Baruch played a. large part in the life of the prophet, and 
being a devoted and faithful friend, it is natural that he should 
write the biography of the man he eo greatly loved. Jeremiah must 
ha.ve poured out his soul upon many occasions to his intimate friend, 
and the biographical portions of Jeremiah vouchsafed to us by Baruch 
are among the greater contributions made to religious li tera.ture. 
T. H. Robinson, in his article 11 The Structure Of The Book 
(a.) 
of Jeremiah1 , finds three forms of rhythm in the book, and distributes 
them a.s below: 
Ora.cula.r 
1:15 - ,:5 
,:19- 6:,0 
8:4 - 10*25 
11:15- 12+17 
1': 15 - 1 7: 18 
18:1,-2, 
20:7-18 
21:11 - 2':4o 
25:,0-,6 
,0:4- ,1:40 
46 - 49 
50 51(?) 
Autobiographical 
1:1-14 
,:6-18 
7:1 - 8:, 
11:1-14 
1': 1-14 
18:1-12 
24 
25:16-29 
27 - 28 
'2 
'5 
Biographical 
19:1 - 20:6 
21:1-10 
25:1-15 
26 
29 
,0: 1-, 
'' '4
'6 - 45 
52 (?) 
Chapter 21:1-10 comes from the days of the 1a.st siege of Jerusalem. 
29 clearly belongs to the reign of Zedekiah. 
'0:1-' is difficult to place, though it possibly comes from 
sections which deal either with the siege, or the months 
that followed the destruction of Jerusalem. 
'4 comes from the reign of Zedekiah. From '6 on the narratives 
move in chronological order. 
2':1-14 has no date and may come from any period except the 
earliest or the latest. 
24 belongs to the reign of Zedekiah. 
25:16-29 comes from 604. 
27f a.nd '2 come from reign of Zedekiah. 
'5 comes from the reign of Jehoia.kim. 
(a) The Expositor, July 1920, pp. 17-,1. 
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(a) 
Duhm's analysis, which divides the book into six groups, 
(b) 
is given us also by T. K. Cheyne, the arrangement of which is follows: 
a) Chapters 1 - 25, the "words of Jeremiah" (1:1). 
b) 
" 26 - 29, passages from Baruch's biograpey of Jeremiah. 
c) 
" 30 - 31, the book of the future of Israel and Judah. d) II 32 ... 45, from Baruch. 
e) II 46 - 51,• the prophecies "concerning the nations~ 
(*51: 59-64a however, is a specimen of) 
(imaginative "~ftdrashic" history. ) 
f) II ~ historical apPendix. 
Upon examining these groups we find that besides a prose letter (chap.29) 
about sixty poetical pieces may be Jeremiah's. 
A. 
B. 
Anathoth p)s_l!ages before 621. 
a 2:2b,3,14-28 ) 
2:29-37 ) 
3:1-5 ) these form a Cycle. 
3:12b,l3,19,20 ) 
3:21-25 ) 
4:1,3,4 ) 
b) 31:2-6; 15-20; 21; 22; another Cycle. 
c) 4:5-8; llb; 12a,l3,15·17a;l9-21;23-26;29-31, visions 
and 11 audi tiona" of the impending invasion. 
Jerusalem Jassa~s. 
d 5:1 a; 6b-9; 10-17. 
6:1-5; 6b-8; 9-14; 16,17,20; 22-26a; 27-30. 
7:28,29. 
8:4-7a; 8,9,13; 14-17. 
8:18-23. 
9:1-8; 9 (short song); 16-18; 19-21. 
10:19,20,22; reign of Josiah, strong personal element. 
e) 22:10 (Jehoahaz). 
22:13-17; probably too 11:15,16; 12:7•12 (Jehoiakim). 
22:18,19 perhaps too 22:6b,7; 20-2~; and the cycle 
13:15,16; 17; 18,19; 20,21a,22-25a; 26,27 (later 
Jehoiakim. 
22:24; 22:28 (Jehoiachin). 
f) Later poems. 14:2-10; 15:5-9; 16:5-7; 18:13-17; 
2):9-12; 13-15; 11:18~0; l5:10-12;15-l9a, 2g,21; 
17:9,10,14,16,17; 18:18-20; 20:7-ll; 20:14-18; 14:17-18; 
17:1-4; )8:28 assigned to close of Zedekiah's time. 
{a) Duhm, B., Das Buch Jeremia, Einleitung, pp. xiii-xiv. 
(b) Cheyne, T.K., Art. 11 Jeremiah1 , Ency. Britt.Jlhica· 
l)th edition, p. )25. 
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In the present chronological arrangement of the book, we 
find that the authorities on the subject are not at all agreed, and 
this is based on a wide difference of opinion as to just where certain 
sections and passages of the book belong. It is of coorse bey:9lld the 
province of this paper to make an exhaustive study in this regard, 
but let us attempt to present a chronological arrangement, which will 
take into considEtration some of the chief differences as they have 
been expressed by eminent scholars of the Old Testament. In this 
procedure we shall follow the main outline as given by Creelman, and 
under each section of the outline, we will note some exceptions that 
have been taken to that arrangement: 
(a) 
CHRONOLOGICAL OUTLINE. 
I SUMMARY OF PROPHETIC MESSAGES UTTERED ORIGINALLY BEFORE 
THE DISC~ERY OF THE LAW BOOK (cf. II Kings 22:;ff) 
626 - 621 B.C. 
Chapters 1; 2:1 -- 4:t2; 4:; -- 6 :;o. 
1) Davidson says that 1:; is a later insertion, meant 
probably to apply to the whole book. He also places (b) 
;:14-18 as later than ;:6-1;, believing that verses 
18-18 imply the exile of Judah. 
2) Driver holds that it ie almost certain that ;:6-18 is 
misplaced, for it interrupts the connection between 
verses 5 and 19, and then it is also a complete section 
in itself. He thinks, however, that it no doubt be-
longs to the same period as the rest of chapters 2 - 6, 
and that • it has probably, thrcugh e orne accident of 
transmission, been displaced from its original position." (c) 
;) Some scholars think that 4:5 -- 6:;0, was originally 
uttered by the prophet because of the threatened 
Scythian invasion, and that in the fifth year of the 
reign of Jehoiakim, he changed or adapted it so as 
to apply to the danger arising from the Babylonians. 
(a) Creelman, H., An Introduction to the Old Testament, pp..l05f.f. 
(b) Ibid, p. 572. 
(c) Driver, S.R.,Introd. to the Literature of the O.T., p. 251. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Driver points out that the expressions 1 lion1 and 
"destroyer of nations", are terms better sui ted to 
an individual as Nebuchadrezzar than to a horde. (a) 
4) Many scholars still hold that 4:) -- 6:)0 ap?1Y 
to the Scythians (6)0-625 B.C.), because the des-
criptions are most appropriate to that marauding 
horde. 
5) Peake holds that chapters 2 - 6, 1):1-11, and those 
portions of )1 which deal with the return of Ephraim, 
belong before 621 B.C. in the career of the prophet (b) 
II 'PROPHETIC MESSAGES CONNECTED WITH THE DISC<JIERY OF THE 
LAW BOOK, (IIKinge 22:)ff), 621 B.C. 
Chapters 11:1-8; 17:19-27(?) 
1) Peake in addition to 11:1-8, assigns 9:18 - - 12:6 to 
this period. (c) 
2) Davidson regards 11:1-8 as very obscure, and he 
places it later than the reign of Josiah. (d) 
?) Driver would place it soon after the discovery of 
the Law Book. (e) 
4) With reference to 17:19...27, Creelman notes that 
"This is now assigned by many scholars to the time 
of Nehemiah on the following grounds. e.) The import-
ance attached to the keeping of the Sabbath, cf. 
Nehemiah 1):15ff.; 10:)1; Isaiah 56:2ff.; b) the value 
and emphasis placed upon sacrifice (verse 26), which 
is out of harmony with Jeremiah's disparagement of 
such (e.g. 6:19f.; 7:9f.; 21 to 26, etc) and 
c) the style, which is 'thoroughly that of Jeremiah, 
may be due to international imitation, modelled on 
22:lff. 111 (f) 
Creelman thinks that this section may belong to this 
period (621). 
5) Davidson thi.nks it might be at 621, but usually con-
sidered later. (g) 
Ibid, p. 25). 
Ibid, P• 60. 
" If 11 
Ibid, p. 57) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
Ibid, P• 255 
Ibid, p. 159 
Ibid, p. 57). 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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III PROPHETIC MESSAGES AND EXPERIENCES AT THE BEGINNING <F 
JEHOIAKIM1 S REIGN (II Kings 2~:)4ff. ), 608 B. C. 
Chapters 26; 7 to 10; 21:11 - - 22:9; 22:10-12; 
22:1)-19; 11:9 -- 12:6; 18 -- 20. 
1) Peake omits chapter 26; and gives 7:1 - - 8:~ instead 
of 7 -- 10. He also leaves out 21:11 -- 22:9; 
22:1~-19, and he adds 20:7wl). He includes 11:14-17, 
but questions it. (a) 
2) In regard to 7 -- 10, Driver says "The date of this 
prophecy is disputed. Some.assign •••• it before 
Josiah's 18th year; others •.•. assign it to the be-
ginning of the rei gn of Jehoiakim." (b) 
IV PROPHETIC MESSAGES FROM THE FOURTH YEAR OF JEHOIAKIM1 S 
REIGN TO ITS END - 604 to 597 B.C. 
Chapters 25; 46 -- 49; ~6:1-8; 45; ~6:9-~2; 14:1 to 
17:18; 12:7-17; )5. 
1) "Almost all scholars" says Creelman, "agree that the 
present text of Jeremiah 25 is an expansion from its 
original form by a later writer, who had the collected 
prophecies which verse 1:; refers." (c) 
2) According to Driver 11 it is extremely dcubtful whether 
25:11-14, 26b are genuine. • (d) 
:;) There is a good deal of disagreement as to how llllch 
of chapters 46 -- 49 is genuine. Davidson says: 
"A nucleus of genuine elements in 46 -- 49 is probably 
the most that can be assumed; whether the expansions 
be due to one hand or several may be difficult to say. 
The date of the foreign prophecies, if ~nuine, would 
be after Carchemish. The prophecy on Elam is assigned 
to the beginning of the reign of Zedekiah." ( e ) 
4) 
Ibid, P• 
Ibid, P· 
Ibid, P• 
The other sections under this division seem to 
be generally accepted as belonging to this period. 
We remember, of course, that chapter :;6 narrates the 
incident of the writing and rewriting of the roll. 
Peake assigns 1):20-27, to this time, following the 
battle of Carchemish (605 B.C.) 
Also Driver who thinks it belongs to the earlier part 
of' the reign of Jehoiakim. 
60 (d) Ibid, p. 260 
25) (e) Ibid, p. 57) 
162 (f) Ibid, P• 60 
(f') 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
/ 
V PROPHEI'IC MESSAGES IN THE BRIEF REIGN OF JEHOIACHIN, 
(cf. II Kings 24:8ff.), 597 B. C. 
Chapters 1); 22:20-)0. 
In division IV we noted that some hold that part of 
chapter 1) (verses 20...27) belongs to the reign of 
Jehoiakim. 
1) Creelman says "Jeremiah 1) :26f. is not considered by some 
scholars a worthy conclusion to this chapter, and he 
quotes McCurdy who thinks it better to regard these 
verses as an addition by a later writer ignorant of 
elegiac measure." (a) 
2) Davidson states "Chapter 13, describing a symbolical 
action with Jeremiah' a girdle, is usually assigned to 
the short reign of Jehoiachin, on account of the 
allusion to him and hie mother in verse 18f. There 
is nothing in the other parts of the chapter to suggest 
this situation; but if Perath (verse 4) be the Euphrates, 
the date would in any case be later than the fourth 
year of Jehoiakim and Carehemish. 11 (b) 
3) Peake thinks that 22:28-30 should be placed in the 
beginning of Zedekiah's reign. (c) 
VI PROPHETIC MESSAGES AND EXPERIENCES IN THE REIGN OF 
ZEDEKIAH UNTIL HIS REBELLION AGAINST THE BABYLONIANS, 
(II Kings 24: 17f.) 597 -- 598 B. C. 
Chapters 24; 23; 27 -- 29; 51:59~64 (?) 
1) Davidson thinks that chapter 23 as well as 21 and 22 
contain a collection of fragments belonging to very 
different dates, and which were collected together not 
sooner than Zedekiah, and perhaps not before the exile." (d) 
2) Driver places 23:9-40 in the reign of Zedekiah. (e) 
3) Chapters 27 - 29 as a whole belong to the fourth year 
of Zedekiah's reign. Some portions, according to their 
headings date earlier (the beginning of hie reign, 
4) 
Ibid, 
Ibid, 
Ibid, 
cf. 27:1,3,12,20). Creelman states, however, that some 
think that the beginning of the reign may be applied 
to the 4th year. 
Chapter 2 7: l, according to Davidson is a gloss, and it does 
not appear in the LXX. (f) 
P· 167. (d) Ibid, p. 573 
P· 573· (e) Ibid, P• 259. 
P· 60. (f) Ibid, p. 57). 
VII PROPHETIC MESSAGES AND EXPERIENCES CONNECTED ~ITH THE 
REVOLT , SIEGE AND CAP'ro RE OF JERJSALEM ([I Kings 24 :20ff.) 
588 -- 586 B • C • 
Chapters 21:1-10; )4; )7:1 -- )8:28a; )9:15-18; 
)2 -- )); ;o -- ;1. 
1) The message of chapter ;4:1-7, was probably given during 
the first siege of Jerusalem, although some authorities 
prefer to assign it with the rest of the chapter to the 
second part of the siege, after the return of the 
Chaldeans to invest Jerusalem from their temporary with-
drawal to meet the Egyptians. 
Chapters )7:1 -- )8:28a, give us the personal 
history of the prophet during the siege of Jerusalem. 
2) With reference to chapters )2 -- )); ;o -- ;1, Davidson 
says •To the time of his detention in the court of the 
guard belongs chapter )), somewhat later than chapter ;2, 
and probably chapters )0, ;1, referring to the Restora-
tion of Judah and Israel." (a) 
;) Difference of opinion exists as to the genuineness of 
the above four chapters. Sellin has this to say: 
"While Stade and Smend reject chapter )1 in toto, 
Giesebrecht and Cornill have shown that this chapter 
must have at least a genuine kernel, (say, verses 2-6, 
15-20, 27-;4), a poem referring to Northern Israel from 
the prophet's earliest period. Similarly in regard to 
chapter )0, it must be recognized that verses 5,6,12-17, 
18-21, are genuine." (b) 
VIII THE CAPTURE OF' JE:RJSALEM ¢II Kings 25:)ff. ), 586 B. C. 
Chapters )8:28b -- )9:9; 52:1-27. 
l) Driver states that 11 )8 :28b connects imperfectly with 
)8:1-28a, )9:1 going back to the beginning of the siege. 
It seems that )9:1-2 is an interpolation. 39:4-1; is 
omitted in LXX, and it is doubtfUl if it forme part of 
the original narrative." · (c) 
2) Chapter 52 as we have noted before is an Historical 
appendix, taken from II Kings. Concerning this Driver 
thinks that "This narrative is excerpted by the compiler . 
of the Book of Jeremiah from II Kings 24:18 -- 25:30, 
with the omission of II Kings 25:22-26, and the addition 
of Jeremiah 52:28-)0, from some other source - On account, 
no doubt, of ita containing detailed particulars of the 
manner in which Jeremiah's principal and moat constant 
prediction was fUlfilled." (d) 
(a) Ibid, P• 57) 
(b) Ibid, p. 151. 
(c) Ibid, p. 263. 
.(d) Ibid, p. 268. 
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IX SECTIONS WHICH BELONG LATER - after 586 B. C. 
Chapters 39:10ff. plus chapters 40 -- 44, plus 
chapter 52:28-34, from period of the Exile. 
1) "Practically all scholars", says Creelman, 11 consider 
chapter 10:1-16 and 50:1 51:58, as also belonging 
to the Exilic Period • " ( a) 
2) This section of our outline may be divided as follows: 
Chapter 39:11-14, Jeremiah's release by the Chaldeane. 
4o: 1-16, Gedaliah' s assurance to the 
people, etc., 586 B. C. 
41:1 -- 43:7, Dedaliah's assassination; 
migration to Egypt, about 581 B. C. 
52:28-30, Summary of different bands taken 
captive by the Chaldeana, about 
587, 586, 581 B. C. 
43:8 -- 44:30, Messages of Jeremiah in Egypt, 
abrut 581 B. C. (?) 
3) Chapter 10:1-16 probably belongs to the closing years of 
the Exile. It does not fit in with the thought of Jeremiah, 
as given in the context, for on both aides of this passage 
the subject matter deale with Judgment which is impending 
on Jerusalem, while in this passage, the people are re-
presented as having already abandoned idolatry. 
In Chapter 2:28 end 11:12 Jeremiah argues that idols cannot 
help Judah, while here it ie contended that idols are power-
lees to harm any one and are therefore not to be feared. 
The passage also indicates that the people are in the 
presence of an elaborate idolatry, which is not being prac-
ticed by themselves, but by · the heathen, and auch worship 
does not deserve the consideration of the Exiles. 
This passage then probably fits into the period of the 
Exile in Babylon, where there is danger of the people 
losing their faith and turning to the idols that are wor-
shipped by the Babylonians. 
4) There seems to be very good grounds for regarding chapters 
50:1 -- 51:58, as later than Jeremiah and not belonging to 
him. Davidson states that they are •almost universally 
recognized to be of a later date than Jeremiah and by 
another author.• (b) 
The thing which distin~ishea it from the writings 
of Jeremiah is not the announcement of the end of Babylon, 
nor the phraseology of the chapters, for they have much in 
common with Jeremiah, but the way or the manner in which 
the announcement of Babylon's end is made. 
It is in contradiction to what we already know as the 
(a) Ibid, P• lll. 
(b) Ibid, p. 573. 
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position of the prophet. Driver points rut that 
1 The standpoint of the prophecy is later than Zedekiah's 
4th year. The destruction of the Temple ie presupposed 
(50:2; 51:11,51); the Jews are in exile, suffering for 
their sins, but Jehovah is now ready to pardon and deliver 
them; the hour of retribution is at hand for their foes, 
and they themselves are bidden prepare to leave Babylon. 
But in B. C. 59) it was the measure of Israel's wicked-
ness which in Jeremiah's estimation, was not yet filled 
up; the Chaldeans had yet to complete against Jerusalem 
the work allotted to them by Providence; only when this 
had been accomplished does the prophet expect the end of the 
Babylonian monarchy." (a) 
5) 
The hope of speedy release is in contradiction to 
the thought of Jeremiah in chapters 27 -- 29, where he 
opposes the prophets who predicted the downfall of 
Babylon and the restoration of Israel. Then in this 
passage, there is that intensity of feeling against 
Babylon, which is best accounted for as coming from 
one who had suffered greatly in the hands of hie captor, 
and thrughte now are those of hate and vengeance. 
We remember that Jeremiah was treated very kindly by the 
Babylonians, and he regarded them even when in Egypt 
as instruments of divine Providence. These reasons then 
tend to make it quite certain that chapters 50:1 --
51:58, are not from the hand of Jeremiah. 
other passages which are denied either in whole or in 
part to Jeremiah: Chapters 9:2)-26; 17:19-27; 19:)-9; 
51 :59-64; )0 -- )) (in part as we have already seen); 
chapter 25 (in part); chapters 46 -- 49 (in part) -
Davidson says "A NUcleus of genuine elements in 46 
49 is probably the most than can be aseumed11 ; 
20:14-18; )9:4-1) which is not in the LXX. 
In concluding this hasty critical survey of the book of 
Je remie.h, we will briefly note some of the differences between the 
Septuagint and the Massoretic texts. This is important, for in the 
book of Jeremiah these texts differ from each other in a way un-
paral leled in the Old Testament, even in Samuel, Kings or Ezekiel. 
The LXX text is shorter by 2700 words than the Hebrew text, in other 
words it lacks B.brut one eighth of the entire book. 
(a) Ibid, 266f. 
(b) Ibid I 57). 
Some of the 
(b) 
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omissions of the LXX are as follows: The phrase 11 sai th Yahweh" i s 
omitted sixty-frur times. Instead of 11 Tahweh of Hosts", or "Yahweh 
of Host, the God of Isreel 11 , we find usually the one word "Yahweh". -= v: ~) . 
The name Nebuchadrezzar is omitted twenty-three times out of thirty-
six times in the Massoretic text. These omiss i ons are not eo very 
important, but Driver points out other omissions which are more sub-
atantial, "as 10:6-8, 10; 11:7-8 (except verse 8b 'but they did them 
not'), 29:14 (except 'and I will be found of you'), 29:16-20; 
55:14-26; )9:4-1); 52:28-)0: sometimes, also, a chapter, though the 
substance is not materially altered, appears in a briefer form in the 
(a) 
LXX (as chapter 27,28)." 
The most striking divergence, however, is seen in the place 
to which ia assigned the prophecies against the foreign nations. 
In t he Hebrew text, these prophecies stand at t he end of the book 
(chapters 46 -- 51), while in the LXX, they are inserted between 
25:1' and 25:15, verse 14 being omitted. The order of the nations 
is a l so different in the Greek text, and gives them as,- "Elam, Egypt, 
Babylon, Philistia, Phoenicia, Edom, Ammon, Kedar-Hazor, Damascus, 
and Moab." With respect to this divergence Sellin says: 11 The fact 
evidently is that in connecting chapters 46 -- 51 with 25, the LXX 
certainly gives the original connection, but inserting the passage 
between 1' and 15 and also altering the order of the nations it has 
made arbitrary changes, while the Massoretic text is here the more 
origi nal. The original position of chapters 46 -- 51, was, therefore, 
(b) 
after 25:26. 11 
(a) Ibid, P• 269. 
(b) Ibid, p. 151. 
How are we to account for the divergencies and 
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omissions? A number of explanations have been given. It has been 
said that the Greek translator was very free in his rendering, and that 
in the case of unusual words, he has given an entirely wrong trans l ation. 
Then it is said too, that he was working from a badly written text, eo 
that it was easy for him to misread similar consonants. This is the 
view of Workman as quoted by Peake: "He contends that the Greek trans-
lator 1 s faithfUlly rendered the text which they had before them, eo that 
their variations must be accounted for hpt by any intentional diver-
gence from the Hebrew, but by the fact that they had a different Hebrew 
(a) 
text from that which we possess." 
The other view is represented partly by Sellin who holds: 
•These divergencies are often seen to be intentional emoothings and 
abbreviations," but he continues to say that •nevertheless the text 
which lay before the Alexandrian translator was the more original; 
for many words, phrases, and whole sections which he has not got are 
clearly shown by internal evidence to be glosses and later additions~" 
The differences in the texts have been attributed to the theory of 
two recensions, - a shorter one, which probably came from Jeremiah 
himself, and which was circulated in Egypt, and a longer one, which 
was the work of Baruch ar others. This last one fUrnished the basis of 
the Massoretic text, and the former the basis of the LXX text. 
Driver gives e. statement of the case that appears to be fair. 
He states that 11 A carefUl comparison of the two texts in the u ·ght of 
(a) Hebrew Idiom, (b) intrinsic probability, shows that both these 
views contain elements of truth, though neither is true conclusively; 
(a) Ibid, P• 66 
(b) Ibid, p. 152. 
(b) 
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the variations of the LXX are in part 1 recensione.l 1 , i.e., they are 
due to the fe.ct the.t the Hebrew text used by the tra.nsle.tors deviated 
in some particulars from that which we a.t present possess; but in part, 
also, they e.re due . to the faulty manner in which the translators ex-
ecut ed their work. The claims of each text to represent the prophet's 
autograph have been greatly exaggerated by their respective advocates; 
on t he whole, the Ma.seoretic text deserves the preference; but it is 
(a.) 
impossible to uphold the unconditional superiority of either. 11 
This concludes our critical study of the book. The book of 
I 
Jeremiah is much involved, and this resume of its critical problems is 
exceedingly incomplete, but we hope this inadequate approach to the 
complex character of the book will assist us in orienting ourselves in 
the.t environment which will enable us a.lwe.ye to see clearly the purpose 
of hie prophecies, but more especially, the kind of me.n he we.s, for it 
ie hie deep e.nd abiding experience that interests us. 
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CHAPTER III. 
JEREMIAH - HIS EARLY DAYS AND INFLUENCES. 
1. Hie Birthplace And Early Environment. 
'Anata, or Anathoth, as we know it, was the birthplace 
of Jeremiah. This little village, we read and are told, is hidden 
from Jerusalem by some intervening ridges. From the north end of the 
Olivet ran~, it is said one may see Anathoth even today, ~rom which 
view it appears to be some three or fan miles northeast of Jerusalem. 
With its little cluster of gray houses, dotting a Sloping hillside, 
and set in the background of green fig-trees and other fruitfUl fields, 
. 
it holds a commanding and extensive view over the hills of Ephraim 
and the Jordan valley. 
Under the monarchy, according to Skinner, 11 Anathoth was the 
residence of a famous priestly family, descended probably from that un-
~ fortunate priest, Abiathar, who took the wrong side at the accession of 
Solomon, and was 'rusticated' in consequence to 'hie own fields' at 
Anathoth (I Kings 2:26 f.). Abiathar was the sole survivor of the 
house of Eli, and hie degradation by Solomon involved the permanent 
exclusion of his line from the se rvie·e of the central sanctuary at 
(a) 
Jerusalem." 
If it be so that Jeremiah could trace his linea~ back to 
good, tenderpearted old Eli, the custodian of the ark at Shiloh, tben 
we can say that such an origin brings ita own contribution. As Prof. 
Rogers observes: 11 The greatest aristocracy in Israel was the aristocracy 
(a) Ibid, p. 19. 
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of the priesthood, and to that aristocracy Je remi.ah clearly belonged. 
Yet there was little or nothing of the priest about him. He was a 
prophet through and through, inside and out, and the greatest of them 
(a) 
all - be not Unpati~nt at reading that statement again." 
These things, in addition to the lad being the son of Hilkiah 
a priest, make it inevitable for him to inherit eon¥:) form of the mantle 
religious leadership. A youth who had such lineage, and who spent 
much if not all of hie time in the very quiet surroundings of so small 
a village· in which there were so maey priests of former days, wculd 
naturally respond to such environment. Boys of hie age are influenced 
for life by the conversation heard in their impressionable state. 
There would be abundant opportunity for the lad to hear lots of good 
talk about priests, the things of God, as well as a~aira of state, 
for hie father was a priest and in all probability opened hie home to 
gatherings of priests where all such matters were frankly faced. 
As a growing youth, could Jeremiah hear all of these things discussed, 
especially the things of God, and not have his enthusiasm kindled and 
the potential powers of his manhood aroused? I believe not. 
Furthermore, he was within a fine "hiking" distance, as we say today, 
of that great city of holy and stately memories,- Jerusalem the Golden, 
and being the greatest of all cities, immeasurable are the impressions 
it would make upon his quick, youthful mind. 
So may we conclude this by saying that little Anathoth with 
ita quiet village life, its priestly inhabitants, its religious tendencies, 
together with the priestly parental care and possibly religicus instruc-
(a) Rogers, R.W., Great Characters of the Old Testament, pp.l25-126. 
tion that came to Jeremiah cut of hie own home environment, - all of 
these early influences and environment, opened the way for him to 
achieve a manhood of deep religious inclinations, and broad spiritual 
hopes. 
2. Hie Call ~A Plastic Youth Predestined Of God (Chapter 1:4-10). 
Jeremiah was born about 650 or 649 B.C., and in the 
thirteenth year of Josiah, or 626 B.C., he was called to be a prophet. 
He was young, being twenty-three or twenty-four years of age. A very 
impressive description of his call is recorded in chapter 1:4-10, which 
is warm with feeling, very suggestive in its meaning, and extremely 
definite in ita requirements. We shall use Skinner's translation of 
the Call: 
11 (4) There came to me this word of Yahwe: 
(5) Before I formed thee in the womb I knew thee, 
And before thou cameet forth I set thee apart; 
A prophet to the nations I ordained thee. 
( 6) And I said : 
Ah, Lord Yahwe! 
Behold I know not how to speak; 
For I am but a lad. 
(7) And Yahwe said to me: 
Say not thou art but a lad; 
For to whomsoever I send thee thou ehal t go, 
And whatsoever I command the& thou shalt speak. 
( 8) Have no fear before them, for I am with thee to sue cor thee: 
1Tis an oracle of Yahwe. 
(9) Then Yahwe stretched forth Hie hand and laid it on my 
mouth and said: 
Lo, I put fiiW word in thy mouth: 
(10) See, I put thee in charge this day 
Over the nations and ov-er the kingdoms (a) 
To pluck up and to pull down, to build and to plant." 
(a) Ibid, p. 26. 
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When we compare this inaugural experience of Jeremiah with 
that of hie great predecessor 1 Isaiah, and with the call of hie eucceesor, 
Ezekiel, we are struck with the total absence of visionary embellishment. 
There is no awe-inspiring manifestation of the Lord in awful splendor 
and majesty, which penetrated the prophet Isaiah and mad& him feel most 
keenly his own uncleanness by its contrast with God's holiness; nor 
d oee Jeremiah fall on hie face like Ezekiel, who was eo overpcw1ered 
by God 1 e radiant glory. Do not the absence of all these visionary 
accessories make the call of Jeremiah more realistic? Peake says: 
11 God and the man are here alone in intimate conversation, no Seraphim 
or Cherubim mar the impressive simplicity of the scene. It is a fit 
prelude to the lifework of the prophet who first clearly conceived 
(a.) 
religion as a. personal relation between man and God." 
However we seek to account for or describe Jeremiah' e call, 
we must not forget its genuineness in the way that God met Jeremiah on 
common highway of life, and there in a most intimate contact and ex-
perience, blessed him and set him apart from all other men as the 
prophet of the heart. We are impressed with the picture of the expe r-
ience which Skinner gives: "We cannot but feel that though this may 
have been Jeremiah's first vision of Yahwe it was not the beginning of 
his fellowship with Him. It is the consummation of a genuine religicus 
experience, rooted probably in the pieties of home and early life, of 
a growing self-knowledge and knowledge of God, which now ripens into 
. (b) 
the consciousness of a special mission." Skinner makes much of 
the alliterative expression 11 personal predestination" in the interpre-
(a) Ibid, pp.5-0. 
(b) Ibid, p. 27. 
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tation of this prophet's call, and legitimately eo since cur scripture 
is eo eug~stive on this point. It is not a new idea in the Old Test-
ament (cf. Judges 1):5), for with the sincerely religious Israelite, 
the conviction formed within, or the intuitive perception of the divine 
ideal, was ultimately to be traced back to the will of Yahweh. 
Innumerable are the sensitive spirits today who yield their scule to 
the guidance of a Power higher than themselves, and cruntless are the 
experiences of men and women who have awakened from their slumbers, with 
minds bestirred, souls quickened and personalities enhanced, when they 
became conseicus of the immanence of God in their lives. But with the 
call of the. prophet it was something more. It may have been the break-
ing through of self-discovery, but emphatically it represented the self-
surrender of the whole person to a pe.rsonal Being who knew more than 
the prophets knew, and chose them before they chose Him. At least this 
is especially eo of Jeremiah whose conscicueness of Yahweh in hie heart. 
told him that everything in the form of personal promise, past endow-
mente and future achievements, belonged to Yahweh. 
Commenting upon the two supplementary visions (that of the 
almond-branch and the heated cauldron, as described by verses 11-14) 
Skinner arrives at. the follcming conception of the prophet's experience: 
They seem to be instances of a phenomenon not uncommon in prophecy, viz. 
the blending of actual sense impressions with subjective ideas in such 
a way that the seer himself is unable to distimguish between the two. 
The almond-twig and the boiling pot are, I take it, not hallucinations, 
like Macbeth's dagger, but real objects of vision which thrust themselves 
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into the prophet's cogitations, and become invested with a mystic 
significance which expresses itself in an oracular utterance, probably 
(a) 
of the nature of an audition." 
These two symbols are very suggestive. It is said that the 
Hebrews regarded the almond-tree as "the wakeful tree" since it was the 
first to respond to the soothing atmosphere and sunshine of spring. 
The second figMre, the seething cauldron, is believed to be the basis 
of a prediction by Jeremiah that in the mysterious north there were feel-
ings of pent-up energy and pressure on the part of the people, and that 
in due time this mysterious brewing cauldron would boil over and bring 
calamity upon the people of .Iudah. 
So we are impressed with the simplicity and intimateness that 
is eo characterized in this call. One observes the nearness of God to 
this prophet of the heart from the very beginning to the end. This call 
marked the beginning of an experience to Jeremiah, through hie intimate 
convictions and conversations with God, that flowered out into the 
nobl est and closest fellowship that any prophet had ever had with God. 
;. The Prophet's Personal Life, And The Influence of Hosea Upon Him. 
In chapter 16:1-2 the word of Yahweh instructed him not 
to take a wife, and it is eo that Jeremiah never married. Just why we 
do not know, unless he adhered strictly to Yahweh's will in this ae in 
all other matters. Another reason may be that he felt he could not 
face the duty and privileges of the prophetic office and pe rf"orm the 
hardships required of' him unless he braved the battle with no one else 
but Yahweh as hie companion. It has been suggested that he remained 
(a) Ibid, p. ;1. 
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unmarried because he saw the awful tragedy of Hosea ' s marriage. 
That may be a reason, but my own feelings are that in this prophet, 
as in no other, we have the mystic-martyr-type of individual. 
Very sensitive, inclined to want to be alone, for in such circum-
stances he could beet apprehend God and come to know Hie will. At any 
rate he carried the burdens of life alone. Wherever he dwelt, and 
-however bright or gloomy were his places of abode, Jeremiah knew not the 
innocent prattle of children. But this does not mean that this lone-
ly mystic did not know the ways of tenderness and gentlemeee, for this 
woold be contrary to what we know aboot many unm:lrried folk, who, though 
not sharing the home-ties and home-tries of domestic life, have yet 
shared largely in the common good that binds our hearts together. 
Jeremiah lived at a time when he could fall heir to the best 
teachings of the former prophets. He is familiar with the ideas of the 
older prophets, especially with those of Hosea, and these familiarities 
are seen eo soon after hie call, that some scholars believe he must have 
assimilated their prophetic teachings before reaching manhood. One can-
not conceive of the prophetic teachings not being discussed rather freely 
in Anathoth where he grew up. Concerning hie relation to Hosea, or the 
influence of the latter on him, Skinner says: "In Hosea he found not 
only a teacher, but a epi rit kindred to hie own. Both men were of ex-
ceptionally tender and emotional temperament, sympathizing intensely 
with the people on which they were constrained to pour cut the vials 
of divine judgment; poseibly both were of priestly descent, though 
neither attached the smallest value to the ceremonial side of the 
priest's functions. There was an ancestral bond between them inae-
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liD.lch as Hosea was a native of North Israel from which Jeremiah's family 
had come, and in whose fate he shows so lively an interest. It was 
from Hosea that the younger prophet received the religious interpreta-
tion of Israel's history which was the framework in which his own message 
was to be set. VI hat Hosea had learned through the bitter experience a 
of hie home life (cf. first three chapters of hie book), led Jeremiah 
early to renounce the hope marriage, because he felt himself to be like 
hie predecessor the prophet of a nation's dying agony (Jeremiah 16:lff). 
They are the two llllilrtyr prophets of the Old Testament, men of sorrows 
and acquainted with grief, the most deeply exercised in spiritual re-
(a) 
ligion of all the prophets of Israel." 
There are merits about the prophecies of both of these men, 
and while Jeremiah held Yahweh to be an all-seeing, all-righterue Judge 
in a more comprehensive way than did Hosea, nevertheless Jeremiah's piety 
was handicapped to a considerable de,gree because of hie incomplete 
conception of Yahweh's love. Hosea possessed this in a most unique 
way, and the greatest limi ta ti on pe rha pe to be feu nd in Jeremiah 1 a re -
ligious experience, judged in the light of the Christian ideal,(which, 
of course, is unfair to the prophet), is that he did not utilize as 
much as he might have the Hosean contribution to the conception of 
Yahweh. Hosea was the first prophet to interpret religion in terms of 
love. With a tenderness and an intensity, he pled with his people for 
1 ove: He sed; "Love I desire, not sacrifice, (b) 
Knowledge of God, not any offerings." 
(a) Ibid, pp. 21-22. 
(b) Hosea 6:6, Moffatt's Translation. 
Perhaps Jeremiah felt that it was hie great privilege as a prophet to 
put the emphasis of religion in another place. Hosea had pled for a 
relation between Yahweh and Israel based on mtual affection ... Heeed -
which meant kindness and grace on the part of Yahweh and lqyal piety 
on the part of Israel. Perhaps the passage that expresses Jeremiah 1 s 
deepest insight into the final manifestation of religion is that of· 
the New Covenant idea: 
"Behold, the days come, eai th Jehovah, that I will 
make a new covenant with the house of Israel, and 
with the house of Judah: not according to the 
covenant that I made with their fathers in the day 
that I took them by the hand to bring them out of 
the land of Egypt; which my covenant they brake, 
although I was a husband unto them eaith Jehovah. 
But this is the covenant that I will make with the 
house of Israel after those days, saith Jehovah: 
I will put IllY' law in their inward parte, and in 
their heart will I write it; and I will be their 
God, ani they shall be my people: and they shall 
teach no more every man hie neighbor, and every man 
hie brother,eaying, Know Jehovah; for they shall 
all know me, from the least of them unto the 
greatest of them, salth Jehovah: for I will forgive 
their iniquity, and their sin will I remember no 
more. n (a). 
The outstanding thing here is not that Jeremiah wruld make 
such radical changes in the prophecies or the law of the past, but 
that he would make them subjective and personal in their application. 
In other words, he is the prophet of transition, by which we mean that 
he sought to change the center of gravity in religion - from the old 
covenant which was national in its aspect, to the new covenant which 
was to be personal, inward and individualistic. "The real nature of 
this divine operation on the !nlman soul Jeremiah probably cruld not 
(a) Jeremiah )1:)1-)4, American Revised Version. 
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have explained. He had learned by experience the need of it, if 
religion waa to be; and hie faith was steadfast that the creative 
power of God would effect the renewal, and as he says in another 
(a) 
plae.e, give the people a heart to know Him, '' (24:7)." 
In this respect more than any other, Jeremiah pioneered 
the way for. that Saviour of men who established the Christian religion 
with its emphasis on the transformation of life by purifying the heart 
of man. 
(a) Skinner, J ., Ibid, p. ))). 
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CHAPTER IV. 
JEREMIAH AND THE DEUTERONOMIC REFORM <F 621 B.C. 
1. The Origin And General Aim Of Deuteronomy. 
Strictly speaking, we do not know definitely all that 
we would like to know concerning the origin of Deuteronomy. There are 
three facts in religirus history that suggest a lot to us, but beyond 
them we need to defend carefully any assumed positions. They are: 
a) about 621 B.C. in the etghteenth year of Josiah, a radical reform 
of public worship took place; b) the authority of this reform was a 
law-book alleged to have been found in the Temple; c) that said law-
book proved to be the nucleus around which our present book of DeuteroR-
o~ was constructed. "uncertainty begins when we ask how much of the 
present Deuteronomy belongs to the original law-book, which was the 
basis of the reform, and how much was added afterwards. In my opinion 
the most probable, though not the moat prevalent, view is that the 
original law-book consisted of what is called the 'legislative kernel' 
of Deuteronomy (chapters 12 - 26, apart from editorial expansions); 
that after the reformation this was published for popular use in 
successive editions, which were amalgamated and supplemented by later 
writers; until in the course of one or two generations the book assumed 
substantially the form in which we now poeeeee it (See Steuernagel, 
(a) 
Einleitung in daa alte. Test.,pp. 18) ff.)." 
I have chosen the above from Skinner' a very fine book because 
it seems to express in brief the general opinion of modern scholarship 
concerning the origin of Deuteronomy. 
(a) Skinner, J., Ibid, p.91. 
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With respect to the date of Deuteronomy; I should like to 
quote from Prof. Pfeiffer, whose opinion seems to voice the consensus 
of view in modern scholarship: "Deuteronomy is the prophetization 
and standardization of law about 650 B. C., found in the collection box 
621 B. C., at the entrance of the Temple, and by Josiah made the official 
(a) 
Code of Laws,- Civil and Religirus; Shaphan the scribe found it. 11 
In meneral, the aim of Deuteronomy was to secure the con~ 
tinuance and prosperity of the Jewish State by bringing together and 
harmonizing as much as possible, the national life of the people with 
the moral and religious conditions which the prophets of the eighth 
century had taught as being eo indispensable, if they we·re- to gain and 
keep the favor of Yahweh. Now that the Assyrian power had declined, 
the people of Israel hoped to recover their political indepe-ndence, so 
they welcomed the reform of Josiah which srught to unify the people 
nationally and religiously. Then too Israel 1 s people had suffered 
unmercifully, and the poor, the slaves, the down-trodden, were, in their 
misery and poverty, crying aloud for just and wmane treatment, and all 
of this contributed to the influence of Deuteronomy. But as Skinner 
says "But after all we cannot drubt that the central impulse- of the 
reformation was a genuine interest in the religious life of the nation, 
and a desire to realize the ideal of righterusness contained in the 
teachings of the great prophet. The warnings and de-nunciations of 
the prophets had so far penetrated the conscience of the people as to 
produce a conviction that many things in the life of Judah had to be 
(a) Pfeiffer, R.H., Religirue Teaching of The Old Testament, 
Lecture Notes, 1926-1927. 
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changed before it could rely on the protection of Yahwe ••.• And that 
a profoundly religious motive lay at the heart of the movement is 
shown by the impressive inculcation in the book of whole-hearted 
loyalty to Yahwe, the only God whom Israel may serve, whose love to 
the fathers had called the people into existence, and whose gracious 
providence had endowed it with privile@BS sueh as no other nation 
(a) 
enjoyed." 
Therefore, we will do well to reflect upon the higher aim 
of Deuteronomw, which was to purify public religion from its Canaan-
itic (heathenish) elements by suppressing (literally destroying) all 
provincial sanctuaries, and ce-ntralizing all worship in Jerusalem. 
At any rate this is what it actually achieved. Two parties were much 
interested in the promotion of this reform; the Temple priesthood, 
which had lapsed in lar@B measure from the pure service of Yahweh, 
but had retained their fidelity to ritual and sacrificial ceremonies 
and practices of all kinde; and the prophetic party, which had held 
tenaciously to the ideals of Isaiah and the hopes of Hezekiah to 
centralize the peoples' interest in Jerusalem. The priesthood de-
sired to have ritual and form centralized in the great city, while the 
prophets craved to have morality and rightecueneea centralized in the 
Holy City. 
2. What Attitude Did Jeremiah Take Towards The Deuteronomie 
~form'? Modern scholars tacitly agree that Jeremiah 1 s attitude to-
wardsJoeiah1 e reformation ie the enigma of hie history. The prophet 1 s 
silence about the whole thing has created so much uncertainty amongst 
(a) Ibid, pp. 9)-94. 
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scholars. Forget not that when lthis reform was :p.1t into effect 
(621 B. C.) Jeremiah had been a prophet for five years only. In all 
probability his influence as such had not extended beyond the bounds 
of his own home-town, Anathoth. It is not unlikely that when he 
heard of what happened in 621 B. C. (i.e., the discovery of this law-
book in the Temple, to~ther with its reading before the king and its 
adoption as a national measure), that his interest was arcused, since 
this was the biggest effort that had e-ver been launched to bring the 
people into conformity with the will of Yahweh. Therefore, we may 
believe that he ex&rcised good judgment, and this entitled him to 
approve or to reject this program of reformation, as he eaw fit. 
Modern scholarship grants us two passages in the book of 
Jeremiah in which it is thrught that clear and direct reference to 
Deuteronomy can be detected: chapter 11:1-8 and chapter 8:8. 
Verse-s 1-5 of chapter 11 pronounces a curse on the man who will not 
observe the terms of this compact; while verses 6-8 enjoin the prophet 
to proclaim "this covenant" in the towns of Judah and the streets of 
Jerusalem. Concerning this Skinner remarks: "That the reference in 
both is to Josiah' a Covenant is an opinion so firmly rooted, and on 
the surface eo plausible, that to the majority of rece-nt critics the 
only point worth discussing is whether the verses are authentic words 
(a) 
of Jeremiah or a legend of later date." Skinner admits, hoVTever, 
that the great difficulty is, of course, the indefiniteness of the 
ex pression "this covenant." To what does this refer, the old and 
fundamental principle of the past, namely; that Yahweh is Israel's 
God and Israel Yahweh's people; or the new prophetization and standardi-
( a ) Ibid, p. 97. 
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zation of the law which is believed to have taken place someti~ 
between 650 and 621 B. C., and which was the nucleus of our present 
Deuteronomy? The scholars are not at all in agreement on this point, 
and any attempt to state their positions here would involve us in too 
great a critical problem. Skinner thinks well of Erbt 1 s solution, 
which he surnrnarizes as follows: 11 It starts from the reconstruction 
of a 'definite historical situation' as the backgrcund of the oracle. 
A suitable occasion would be the solemn sce-ne in Jerusalem described 
in II Kings 2;:lff. - the ratification of the National Covenant, at 
which we may imagine Jeremiah was present; or the first proclamation 
of the new law in the village of Anathoth. The ycung prophet is 
stirred to the depths of hie spirit by this great public act of re-
pentanee and conversion to the pure service of Yahwe as taught by the 
prophets. The conviction that it was the will of God comes to him 
as an inward voice: 1 Cursed be he who will not hear the words of this 
covenant! 1 and the response of hie conscience utters itself in the 
audible exclamation, 'Amen, Yahwe~' On this view we should omit the 
nearer specification of the covenant in verses 4,5, as a Deuteron~mic 
amplification, and let 'this' refer to the law just read. The verses 
would thus record a vivid momentary experience of the prophet, in which 
he stands revealed as wholly in sympathy with the aim of the Deutero-
n (a) 
nomic reformers. 
Evidently Barton perceives 11 thie covenant" to refer to the 
Deuteronomic code, for this is what he says in speaking of the 
accomplishment of the reform undertaken by Josiah: 11 Into this work 
(a) Ibid, pp. 100-101. 
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the yoong Jeremiah threw himself with ardour, and the notes of the 
ee rmons of this period which the book of his prophecies contains have 
for their theme the various aspects of this struggle." (a) 
Many opinions point to the assumption that back of this 
passage in chapter 11, some truth must be, and the conclusion to which 
it naturally leads us at first is that Jeremiah favored the Deuteronomic 
reform, and that he lent hie moral support to its promlgation. 
The passage in chapter 8 involves us in an even deeper critical problem. 
It is believed to be of very much later date than chapter 11, and Marti 
(cf. Prophecy and Religion, J. Skinner, p. 10;, footnote 2) may be 
correct in maintaining that this verse expresses Jeremiah 1a antipatey 
to Deuteronoli\'{. Prof. Pfeiffer, commenting upon the religioos effects 
of Deuteronomy suggests that the "existence of a written revelation caused 
prophecy as an institution to die. If the written prophecy embodied all 
existing law, then what need would there be for spoken revelation?" 
(b) 
This being true, it is only natural that Jeremiah who perhaps favored 
the reform at first, would later oppose it because it aimed at killing 
i. . Q.~~:;t;. ~-
off the prophe~A Furthermore, we learn that the reform did eventually 
become extremely legalistic rather than spiritualistic, in which case 
we have an obvious reason for Jeremiah opposing it. At first, he saw 
in the concerted effort of Deuteronomy a great ideal for national and 
religious unity, but to the people it became a fetish, in the form of 
external formalities rather than internal religious realities. 
This embittered Jeremiah, for to him inward knowledge of Yahweh and 
(a) Barton, G.A., The Religion of Israel, p. 121. 
(b) Ibid, Lecture Notes, 1926-1927. 
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individual relation to Him was the essence of religion. He felt very 
keenly the es$ential discord between the spirit of law and the spirit 
of prophecy, and although the king willed that national good should 
come out of it, the reformation failed to reach the consciences of the 
people, in other words it could not legislate people into being good. 
To Jeremiah it effected no "circumcision of the heart", no inward turn-
ing to Yahweh, no such "breaking up of the fallow ground 11 as the prophet 
had called for. The professional scribe eventually replaced the priests, 
and in this change Jeremiah observed that the good seed' of Deuteronomy' a 
teaching was "sown among thorns", which sprang up and choked it. 
As G. G. Findlay describes it: "The cant of religion was in the mouths 
of ungodly men; apostasy had given place, in the popular temper, to 
hypocrisy. Convinced of this, Jeremiah appears to have early withdrawn, 
and stood aloof for the rest of Josiah's reign •••• For the time the 
prophet was nonplussed; the evil he had foretold had come; the good 
which had come was a doubtful good in his eyes. He could not support, 
he would not oppose, the work of the earnest and san~ine king. 
Those twelve years demonstrated the emptiness o~ a political religion. 
They burnt into the prophet's soul the lesson of the worthlessness of 
(a) 
everything without the law written on the heart." 
Twa we conclude that at first Jeremiah heartily approved and 
gave active support to the Deuteronomic reform, for in it he saw the 
possibility of great spiritual achievements, but ere long its defects 
became apparent, for it did not achieve that lfor which it was originally 
(a) Findlay, G.G., Art. 11Jeremiah11 , H.B.D.,Single Vol., p. 4)4. 
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intended - a purification of public religion by changing the hearts 
of the people. At this point he developed an antipathy for it, and 
justifiably eo since blanket legislation failed to effect true right-
ecusness. Like Jesus and Paul, he did not repudiate the law as such, 
but he did repudiate the evils that followed in its trail. As Skinner 
says "He was driven in upon himself and back upon God. He perceived 
ever more clearly that neither law nor prophecy cculd reach the ob-
durate heart of the people, or cure the 1 perpetual backsliding' whieh 
made a return to 1the ancient paths, the way of good' a moral 
impossibility." (a) 
(a) Ibid, p. 107. 
CHAPTER V. 
----
THE CONFESSIONS OF CUR GREATEST PERSONAL PIETIST. 
Interspersed here and there in the first half of the book 
of Jeremiah, we find some poetic pearls of great price. These pass-
agee have come to be known as the "confessions of Jeremiah." We are 
not at all certain that they now occupy their original place in the 
book, in fact w~ are inclined to believe that the editors of Jeremiah 1 s 
works are probably responsible for their present location. Be this as 
it may, the important thing is that we have them, and they are incal-
culably rich in their spirit of suggestion and the type of material 
they furnish for an evaluation of the religious experience- of Jeremiah. 
' Before taking up a study proper of these Confessions, may we 
try to approximate their relation, if possible, to some particular 
period or incident that proved to be more or less of a crisis in the 
experience of the prophet. 
In all probability the section in chapter 11:18-2,, dealing 
with the plot against Jeremiah' a life by the people of Anathoth, be-
longs to the reign of Josiah (6,9-608 B.C.). Skirmer would place it 
abc:ut 621 or 620, for he says: "I have already mentioned the prob-
ability that the first two passages (in chapters 11 and 12) were 
written at the time of his flight from Anathoth in the fifth ~rasixth 
(a) 
year of his ministry (see pp. 109 ff.)." 
Peake, who acknowledges hie heavy obligations to the leading 
German scholars in this field, is in essential agreement with Skinner, 
(a) Skinner, J ., Prophecy and Religion, pp. 208-209). 
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for he says: 11 To the period immediately follONing the discovery of 
the Law-book and its acceptance by the people we should refer 11:1-8 
(a) 
and 11:18 -- 12:6. 11 
Section 12:1--6, dealing with the problem of retribution and 
the prophet's challenge, very likely comes from about the same period, 
(621 or 620). Peake wruld place this shortly after the discovery of 
the law in 621 B. C. (cf. Ibid, pp. 60.185), while Gray on the con-
trary would assign this passage as belonging to late Josiah or early 
Jehoiakim1 s reign (626-60~). Skinner agrees with the early date, 
for he says: 11 No interpretation of 12:5 seems to me half so probable 
as the old view which reads in it a contrast between the trials of 
the prophet's youthfUl ministry in Anathoth and the more formidable 
opposition which he must encoonter in Jerusalem. The warning nust 
therefore have come to him at that point of hie life when he was 
driven from his native village to find refuge in the crowded streets of 
the capital • And if we may suppose that 12:1-6 is a retrospective 
meditation written in the safety of his retreat in Jerusalem, it is 
not inconceivable that in spite of the frightfUl danger which he had 
escaped he should thus contrast the comparatively tranquil life he 
had left behind for ever with the stormy career which awaited him in 
(b) 
the great city." · Cornill advances the ingenious theory of har-
monizing these first two sections by reversing their order, and using 
12:1,2,5 and 6 as a prelude to ll:l8ff., and placing the whole incident 
(c) 
to a lata period of Jeremiah's life. While it is true that the 
(a) Peake, A.S., Jeremiah, The Centur.r Bible, Vol.!, p. 60. 
(b) Ibid, p. 112. 
(c) Cf. Cornill, C.H., Daa Buch Jeremia, pp. 15~-160. 
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acceptance of this theory wruld eliminate ~he abruptness with which 
11:18 is introduced, yet both Skinner and Peake feel that Oornill 1 s 
chief recanmendation becomes the weakest point of hie theory, so they 
prefer to retain the present order. lllhm, like Oornill, regards 12: l-6 
as being late, since it contradicts Jeraniah1 s expectation of the 
future, and since the godless people of the later day were eaaentially 
no better off in his present day than the adherents of the Law in 
(a) 
former days. 
While we could treat each of the remaining seven sections 
of the Confessions independently, it is hardly necessary since· an 
examination of the different authorities on the matter of date dis-
closes a general unanimity of opinion. In other words, while there 
may be a difference of a few years one way or the other, most of them 
feel that all of these sections belong somewhere in the reign of 
Jehoiakim (608-597, which includes the three monthM reign of 
Jehoiachin). While Peake is to be included in the above summary of 
scholars, yet on page 61 of his first volume in the Century Bible, he 
does make this innovating suggestion conc&rning the last section of 
the Confessions: 1 The curse on the day of his birth, 20:14-18, may 
come from the troublous period towards the close of Zedekiah1 s reign," 
which would probably put this section somewhere between 595 and 586. 
This, however, ie the widest deviation from the general opinion of 
scholars that I found, for most of them would subscribe to a date 
for these sections between 6oO and 597. I think that Skinner gives 
us a very good summary on this whole matter, and I quote it herewith: 
(a) lllhm, B., Dae Buch Jeremia, pp. 114-116. 
MI have already mentioned ~he probability that the first two passa~s 
(in chapters 11 and 12) were written at the time of his flight from 
Anathoth in the fifth or sixth year of his ministry (see pp. 109ff.). 
But the later ones presuppose a longer experience of opposition and 
failure than Jeremiah cculd look back upon at that time. The usual 
opinion of scholars is that these date mostly fram the last years of 
his activity, so that the inward conflict which they record was 
carried on amidst the external trials and dan~re of which we have a 
full report in the narrative of Baruch. It is pretty generally sur-
mised, for instance, that the passages in chapter 20 have a biograph-
ical connexion with the night spent in the stocks described in the 
immediately preceding verses. There is little evidence for or against 
this presumption. On the whole I incline to the view that the entire 
series falls within the middle period of his work, before he had be-
come a prominent actor on the stage of politics. The kind of per-
secution alluded to in chapters 18 and 20, with its crafty and furtive 
devices to entangle him in hie talk, and find a ground of accusation 
against him, is not exactly what we should expect when he was at open 
war with the hierarchy and the court; it even suggests that hie 
audience was confined to a narrow circle of friends and adherents, so 
that it was difficult for hie enemies to ascertain the precise tenor 
of his teaching. And it is not at all improbable that this was 
really the character of Jerem.iah .. s ministry during the last twebre 
years of Josiah. It seems to me that we can understand Jeremiah 
better if we think of the spiritual agony of the 'Confessions' as 
the Gethsemane, rather than the Calvary of his life. When we behold 
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the calm ccurag& and self-possession with which he faces death and 
outrage and imprisonment under Jehoiakim and Zedekiah, we get the 
impression of a man whose inward struggles are over, who has emerged 
with the vietory over himself, and braced for his closing part. 
And the marve:n.cue lucidity and composure of his outlook on the future 
destiny of God's kingdom seems based on the knowledge of hie own in-
dissoluble relation to God, and the clear insight into the essentially 
religious constitution of ruman nature, which he gained largely through 
the experience which is enshrined in hie 'Confessions'. I think we 
are entitled at least to proceed on the assumption that there is a 
psychological continuity in the passages we are about to consider -
that they exhibit in its different aspects one great spiritual con-
(a) 
flict which is the key to Jeremiah's inner life." 
In the main I can agree with Skinner, except that the most 
trying time in Jeremiah' a religious experience could not have taken 
place in J oeiah 1 a reign, for as we obse nred in our au t"'ey of the life 
and times of Jeremiah, it is quite uncertain that he prophesied to any 
great extent in this period. My personal conviction is that it took 
more trying circumstances than those of Josiah's time of refonnation 
to draw out of a deeply religious and sensitive soul, such profound 
apol ogies of the spirit as we find in these later sections. 
Furthermore, while Skinner's suggestion of the prophet's spiritual 
agony is well described as hie Gethsemane, let us not forget that such 
spiritual suffering cculd have lasted over a period of years, longer 
perhaps than Skinner is willing to admit. I feel that a man with such 
a sensitive and penetrable spirit as Jeremiah possessed, never quite 
(a) Ibid, pp. 209-210. 
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got used to suffering for the cause of God, even though his mirlstry 
was a long and tedious one. Jeremiah was not made of the kind of 
prophetic texture that permitted him, after fifteen or so years of 
experience in preaching and practicing the wi 11 of God, to get hardened 
to its effects upon his soul. 
Therefore, with this view in mind, let us begin a more 
detailed study and appreciation of each Confession, feeling, as many 
do, that they probably extend from about 621 or 620 down to 597 B. C. 
It is our purpose to treat each of these Confessions in 
thei r present chapter arrangement, making from time to time, any 
suggestions and innovations that our study may warrant. We shal l 
also feel free to use very extensively, for the interpretation of 
the Scriptures, the American Revised Version, Moffatt's New Translation 
of the Bible, the translation of Jeremiah into colloquial English by 
Adam c. Welch, and a revised translation of the book of the prophet 
Jeremiah by S. R. Driver. 
I am indebted to Prof. Elmer A. Leslie for the titles given 
to these Confessions, and for his permission to use them. 
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l. THE PLor AGAINST HIS LIFE BY THE MEN AT AN'ATHDrH. 
(Chapter 11:18-2;, Driver's Tranelation,pp. 69-70). 
(18 ) And Yahweh caused me to know, and I knew it: then thou 
(19) 
shewedst me their doings. 
(a) 
But I was like a tame lamb that is led to the slaughter; 
and I knew not that against me had they devised devices, 
(b) 
(saying) 'Let us destroy the tree with its sap, and let us 
cut him off from the land of the living, that hie name may be 
no more remembered. 1 
(20) But, 0 Yahweh of hosts, that judgest righteously, that trieet 
(c) 
the reins and the heart, let me see thy vengeance on them: 
for unto thee have I revealed ow cause. 
(21) Therefore t!rus sai th Yahweh concerning the men of Anathoth, 
that seek thy life, saying, 'Thou shalt not prophesy in Yahweh's 
name, that thou die not by rur hand': 
(22) therefore t!rus saith Yahweh of hosts, Behold I will runish 
(d) 
them: the young men shall die by the sword; their e ens and 
(e) 
their daughters shall be consumed by famine: 
(2)) and there shall be no remnant unto them: for I will bring evil 
upon the men of Anathoth, even the year of their visitation. 
(a) Lit. familiar (Psalm 55:1) 'companion'); and eo trustfUl, unsuepeet~ng. 
(b) 'fUll of sap~ Ezekiel 17:24, 20:47. (R.V. 1 green1 ). The Hebrew text 
has bread. The 'tree with its sap' is figure for a person in the fUll 
strength and vigrur of life. 
(c) Jeremiah appeals to Yahweh, who can test the inmost feelings and pur-
poses both of himself and of his foes, and knows therefore on which 
side the right lies. The 1 reins 1 (i.e. the kidneys) were regarded by 
the Hebrews as the seat of feeling (cf. Proverbs 2):16, Job 19:27), 
as the heart was with them the seat of understanding: hence when it is 
said ofYahwehthatHe 'tries' ~i.e. teste orexaminee), or 1 seee 1 
the 1 reine and hearts', the meaning is that He is cognizant of man's 
emotions and affections as well as of his purposes and thoughts. 
cr. 17:1o, 2o:l2. 
(d) Hebrew -visit upon them. 
(e) The Hebrew text has die. 
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In chapter III of this paper we gave considerable space to 
a somewhat limited study of the factors of environment and elements 
of influence which helped this plastic youth to respond to his call, 
and to become the full-orbed prophet of God. In a very real sense 
we m~ say that the realization of his call marked a certain attained 
stage in his religious experience, and yet there is something abrut 
one's response to a great religious conviction that doesn't quite 
satisfy rur longing. We have, by the grace of rur Guide, been brought 
up to a certain starting-point, but we have not made the journey of 
life in the fUndamental things of God. We are ready and enthusiastic, 
willing and obedient, but we are unseasoned and inexperienced in the 
actualities of the will of God. It is something of this that I feel 
we see in the lad Jeremiah, after he has responded to hie call. 
He had attained a certain knowledge of himself and knowledge of hie 
God, which was now ripening into a certain consciousness of a special 
mission, but as yet he had not tried hie own heart in the will of God 
amidst the affairs of men. 
If it be t~e that hie first Confession is closely related 
to t he year 621 or 620, then he had not been prophesying nuch more 
than five or six years. Having responded to the will of Yahweh so 
whole-heartedly as a youth, we now see a few years of prophesying 
leaving their mark of practical prophetic experience upon his brow and 
in hie heart. So much so that I can picture Jeremiah sadly recog-
nizi ng how, as soon as he learned and began to teach the true will 
of Yahweh, he had occasion to learn and taste in a very real way the 
bitter pangs of human opposition. 
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The mention of the plots against the prophet's life by the 
men of Anathoth is introduced with a surprising abruptness; we are not 
told the occasion for the plots, nor the reas one for their combined 
hest ili ty against Jeremiah. We can infer several things, however, 
which may account in a measure for some of this hostility. Jeremiah, 
as t he spokesman of Yahweh, had been preaching in the cities of Judah 
and the streets of Jerusalem, and in all these places he condemned 
harshly their disobedience to the covenant. There is considerable 
question as to whether 11 the words of this covenant" refer to the 
Deu te ronomi c Law. According to Peake: 11 It is not therefore sur-
prising that Duhm, followed by Co mill, consid&re 11:1-14 to be un-
historical. But in this drastic criticism such scholars as Giese-
brecht, Budde, and Rothstein have refused to acquiesce. It is possible 
that 1 this covenant' does not refer especially to the Deuteronomic Law. 
But, granted that it does, it seems quite credible that Jeremiah 
should have undertaken the role here assigned to him. For there was 
very IWCh in the Law with':whiah he would be in full sympathy. 
Ita monotheism, ita horror of idolatry, its wann humanitarianism, 
its lofty morality, ita abhorrence of heathen abominations, ita de-
mand that life should be controlled by whole-hearted love of God, to 
(a) 
these Jeremiah would say 1Am.en 1 with all his soul." 
Hence we have Peake holding that Jeremiah was probably advocating the 
teachings of that original Deuteronomic Law. Driver agrees with this: 
"Jeremiah is instructed to exhort the people to live in accordance with 
(b) 
the Deuteronomic Law." In my Lecture Notea1 on "old Testament 
(a) Ibid, PP• 12-1;5. 
(b) Driver, S.R., The Book Of The Prophet Jeremiah, p. 65. 
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Prophets", given 1925-1926, I have this statement recorded from Prof. 
Lealie: "11: 18-2~, - picture of Jeremiah taking the principles of 
(e.) 
the Code to hie people e.t home, Ane.thoth." Let us take for granted 
then that Jeremiah was e.n exponent of this 1 'book of the law', which, 
according to most critics fanned the nucleus of Deuterono~. 
Another inference that can be drawn from this is that his 
loyalty to such e. reformation would naturally e.rcuse the fiercest 
resentment from his fellow-townsmen in Ane.thoth. For in this town 
there resided the deposed priesthood of the house of Abiathe.r, whose 
supremacy was taken by Solomon and given to e. rival priesthood of 
Zadok, and this reformation was now giving this latter house e. 
priestly monopoly. How bitter must have been the feelings of the 
Anathoth priesthood when they beheld one of their eons defending and 
promulgating e. measure which exalted the upstart Zadokite priests~ 
If t his is what happened, then au rely the people of Ane.thoth wruld 
and did brand the young prophet e. traitor to his order. 
In all probability then, this is the black backgrcund out of 
which the first Confession was born. Verse 18 helps us to understand 
this sudden breaking through of a consciousness of opposition on the 
part of innocent Jeremiah, who had been instructed in the will of 
Yahweh, and who, like a tame and unsuspecting lamb., had gone out amidst 
his people to help them, but he was being misunderstood. No dcubt the 
prophet had often watched the lamb, who in perfect innoc~nce was led 
to the slaughter, and had been touched by the pathos of its fate. 
As Peake interprets part of verse 19, 11 V'or its pathos consists just in 
this, that its trust betrays i t/ to ita ruin. 
I 
\ 
\ 
It follows its owne r, 
(a) Leslie, E.A • ., nOld Testament Prophets, 11 Lecture Notes, 1925-1926. 
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all unsuspicious of hann, 'and licks the hand just raised to shed ita 
blood. 1 And all the more pathetic that the lamb might be the pet of 
(a) 
the family. 11 Jeremiah likens himself to a gentle lamb, end in this 
analogy he becomes deeply conscious of how his innocence and trustful-
ness in following Yahweh was leading him to the sacrificial altar, 
where by the giving of his life in a 1.)rophetic ministry would mean the 
killing off of the affe-ction of hie family and friends in Anathoth. 
But now he realizes that the perfect confidence with which he followed 
Yahweh has caused this break between him and his friends. They have 
plotted against his life, and have devised all sorts of wicked ways 
and means of destroying him. I like the forcefulness of Welch' a 
translation here'. "I became like an unsuspecting lamb led out to be 
butchered, ignorant that what was intended against me was, 1let us hew 
down the tree in its full vigour", (i.e. "with its bread") let us cut 
him off from among the living eo that his name may ·re r.wholly 
(b) 
forgotten. 111 Driver' a suggestion on "the tree with ita sap" is 
also a very helpful one. 11 The 1tree with ita sap' is a figure for a 
(c) 
person in the full strength and vigour of life." There ia something 
very suggestive here of the keenness of Jeremiah's, the sensitiveness of 
his epiri t, and the complete surrender of all the strength of his youth 
to the will and service of Yahweh. In verse 19 where his opponents 
use the strong figure of destroying the tree with its sap, we gather 
from their estimate of him, and their desire to amputate his influence 
completely, that so thoroughly and so effectively had this young/man 
(a) Ibid, p. 182. 
(b) Welch, Adam 0., The Book of Jeremiah, p. ;6. 
(c) Ibid, p. 69. 
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be~n to penetrate the evils of hie day with his prophetic conscious-
ness, that even those who moat oppose him must admit the power of hie 
God- immersed spirit. When one thinks that he has only been in hie 
active ministry some five or six years, hie example becomes a chal lenge 
to the young minister of today. Following the example of Jeremiah, 
eo thorcughly should we feel the conviction of our ministry, and so 
immediately should we get into active service of God in the comnnni ties 
to which we are appointed, that even those who oppose us in the work 
of the Kingdom, will realize that we are vigorous and vital in the 
interests and work of our calling. 
We cannot but feel that verse 20 comes from the hot heart 
and burning lips of a prophet wh~~pirit is animated, yea completely 
dominated by the righteous will of an omniscient Eternal. Jeremiah is 
conscious of his own integrity, and yet he is willing to refer his case 
to the rightecue Judge, for in Him he has implicit trust, and from Him 
he is sure he will receive a true verdict. So he appeals to Yahweh, 
the trier of the reins and the heart. OollJllentators make some lllu mi-
nating suggestions at this point on that phrase "that trieet the reins 
and the heart. 11 Peake for instance says: "It is characteristic of 
Jeremiah, who, as none before him, lays bare the inner life of men, 
that he should be first, so far as we know, to formulate this deecrip-
(a) 
tion of Yahweh as Him that tries the reins and the heart." 
Driver makes this unique suggestion in his footnote on this passage: 
"Jeremiah appeals to Yahweh, who can test the inmost feelings and pur-
poses both of himself and of his foes, and knows; therefore on which 
(a) Ibid, p. 18;. 
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aide the right lies. The 'reina' (i.e. the kidneys) were regarded by 
the Hebrew as the seat of feeling (cf. Proverbs 2):16, Job 19:27), e.s 
the heart was with them the seat of understanding: hence when it is 
said of Yahweh that He 'tries~ (i.e. tests or examines), or 'sees' 
the 'reins and hearts', the meaning is that He is cognizant of man's 
(e.) 
emotions and affections e.s well e.s of his IUrposes and thooghts." 
These sug~stions upon this particular phrase of verse 20 
help us to appreciate how really close Jeremiah got to the heart of 
Yahweh. If his case were rested with zoon, a partial and perhaps 
prejudiced judgment would be rendered, for me.n1 s judgment is based more 
on ootward facts and circumstancee than on inner desires and motives. 
Man is apt to be influenced by the hidden me.li~e of his foes; not so 
with Yahweh, according to Jeremie,h, for He alone is able to be impartial, 
and He alone knows the singleness of purpose which animates His servants. 
Jeremiah must have had e.n unusual trust in Yahweh, for even 
thcugh these threats are bent upon the destruction of his life, yet the 
prophet feels that he will turn the whole matter over to God,- "let me 
see thy vengeance on them: for unto thee have I revealed my cause." 
One woold suppose that Jeremiah would ask Yahweh to help him in the 
enforcement of hie own M' :ftj s e'iM personal ven~ance, l:ut such is not 
the case. It is not a personal ven~ance that the prophet desires. 
If Jeremiah were full of resentment mrer the plot against hie life, 
he is e.l together sure that Yahweh is able to zoote rut punishment upon 
those who deserve it just as He is able to administer good to all who 
r 
obey Hie will. 1 There has been e.n attempt to explain away this desire 
(e.) Ibid, P• 70. 
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for ven~ance on the part of the prophet, and to assign such passages 
to later scribes, who did not comprehend the real spirit of the man. 
I 
Such attempts are not successful, because this note is too clear here 
and in other portions of the Confessions to be ruled out of the original. 
In our attempt to appreciate the religious character of Jera:niah, we must 
not try to make him a god; he was not supernatural -was a moat human 
being, and as such ahared in humanity's imperfections. As we shall 
discover in a later Confession, hie one great spiritual lack waa this 
desire for revenge. He was a great prophet, and he kept very close to 
Yahweh, but when his foes stirred his ire, he also felt that they aroused 
the enmity of Yahweh himself. Although Jeremiah stood close to Hosea 
in many respects, yet he never grasped fully the compassionate love and 
pity which was so fundamental in the motivation of that prophet of Love. 
Verses 21...2) do not contribute a great deal to an appreciation 
of' the religious experience of Jeremiah, unless we feel that Jeremiah was 
so insistent on having Yahweh wreak vengeance upon the people, that theae 
verses come to him as an assurance that He will fix for them a season of 
(a) 
punishment. Duhm regards verses 21...2) as a later addition while 
Welch says these versea are an editorial comment, introduced for the 
purpose of referring the saying to a particular period in the prophet 1 a 
. (b) 
life, and adds the idea of the result of committing a cauae to Yahweh. 
Peake is of the opinion that we must retain theae veraea in order to 
. (c) 
make clear to us the circumstances to which verses 18-20 / refer. 
/ 
This first Confession is introduced anyway with an extreme abruptness, 
(a) Ibid, p. 11). 
(b) Ibid, p. )6. 
(c) Ibid, p. 18). 
and if we omit these qualifying verses, the matter will be doubly 
abrupt end perplexing. I am inclined to feel that these verses 
bring a certain comfort to Jeremiah after he had committed his cause 
to Yahweh. Yahweh did not leave him alone, but gave him to feel 
that He would take care of the people at Anathoth if His servant 
would set himself apart from the cunnings and contrivances of men 
and continue to preach the will of Yahweh in the midst of a 
perve rae people. 
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2. THE PROBLEM OF RETRIBUTION AND THE PROPHET 1 S CHALLENGE. 
(Chapter 12:1-6, Driver' a Translation, pp. 71-72). 
(a) 
( 1) 1 Righterua art thru, 0 Yahweh, when I complain unt.o thee; 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
yet will I reason the case with thee: Wherefore doth the w~ of 
the wicked prosper? wherefore are all they at ease that deal 
faithlessly? 
(b) 
Thou pla.ntest them, yea., they take root; they spread, yea, they 
bring forth fruit: thou art near in their mruth, but far from 
(c) 
their reins. 
Yet thou, 0 Yahweh, knowest n:e; thou seest me, and triest me, 
triest mine heart toward thee: pull 
(d) 
them away like sheep for 
slaughter, and prepare them for the day of killing. 
and 
the, 
How long shall the land mourn, and the herb of the whole coon try 
wither? for the wickedness of them that dwell there~n; beast and 
bird are swept away; because they say, 1He will not see our latter 
(e) 
end. 1 
(5) 1If thou hast run with footmen, and they have wearied thee, then how 
wilt thou vie with horses? and though in a land of peace thou art 
(f) (g) 
secure, yet how wilt thou do in the pride of Jordan? 
(6) For even thy brethern and the house of thy father, even they have 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
dealt faithlessly with thee; even they have cried aloud after thee; 
believe them not, though they speak fair words unto thee. 1 
Or contend (or dispute) with. 
Of. Hosea 14:6. 
i.e. far from their affections and desires. See note on 11:20. 
Hebrew sanctify,-- as though they were victims for sacrifice. 
i.e. the prophet will not see his predictions fulfilled: we shall 
survive him, and even, it may be implied, put him out of the w~. 
LXX however has, He (i.e. God) seeth not our ways. 
Read probably (changing one letter), and if in a land of peace 
thou takest to flight, then. 
i.e. the luxuriant growth of bushes and thick ve~tation fringing 
the banks of the Jordan. See especially Jeremiah 49:19 equals 
1;44, and Zechariah 11:3, which shew that this 1 pride of Jordan' 
was infested by lions, and consequently dangercus to enter. 
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In this passa~, where Jeremiah converses most intimately 
with Yahweh, there appears a discussion of the eternal problem of the 
prosperity of the wicked as contrasted with the apparent perilous state 
of the rightecus. From our point of view we regard it as the ever old 
and recurring problem, but this passage in Jeremiah is very important 
in religious history, since a larES number of critics regard this as 
probably the first expression we have in Hebrew literature of the 
problem. Says H. W. Robinson, 11 the problem of individual suffering 
finds expression first of all in the prophet who is most individual 
(a) 
in his thought and experience."· 
It is difficult to fathom the place and connection of this 
section to what has gone before, etc. Duhm places 12:1-6 as late, 
since it contradicts Jeremiah's expectations of the fUture, and since 
the wicked were apparently no better off in hie day than those who 
(b) 
adhered to the Law. We have already stated gornill 1s stand when 
discussed the first Confession. He would place this passage immediate-
ly before 11:18-2}, claiming that the pronouns which now have no ante-
cedent would then refer to the prophet's people and the hcuse of hie 
(c) 
lather, He is also of the opinion that this utterance has its birth 
immediately after the tragedy of Magiddo, when the fate of Josiah had 
attraced universal attention to the problem. Peake feels that the 
whole thing is a product of the fUry aroused in hie fellow-citizens 
when Jeremiah unintentionally stirred their opposition by defending 
the monopoly of the sanctuary in which the upstart housej of Zadok held 
(a) Robinson, H.W., Religicua Ideas of The Old Testament, p.171. 
(b) Ihid, pp. 114-116. 
(c) Ibid, PP• 15}-160. 
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the priesthood; therefore, he wruld assign this section shortly after 
(a) 
the discovery of the Law in 621 B. C. I do not know that the matter 
can be settled satisfactorily, and fUrthennore for our purpose I do not 
know that we need to have it done, except that some approximation as 
to the period in which this belongs will certainly assist us in under-
standing the spirit of our prophet. 
I am inclined to feel that the problem was forced upon 
Jeremiah by his own experience. It is only natural that a man of hie 
sensitiveness of spirit should brood over such a problem. Here were 
hie oppressors, who were opponents of Yahweh's cause, poaeeaaing con-
aiderable power. And here stood the innocent, trustfUl, God-reliant 
yrung prophet, the victim of their mali-ce and intrigue. Cruld any 
conscientirus man of God dismiss such a mom3ntrus problem with a 
righterue snarl and a deep sigh? Skinner offers a good suggestion. 
here. He makes the poin·t that 11 Reflexion on the experience thrrugh 
which he had just passed, 11 that is arousing the ire of hie fellow-
townsmen, "seems to have raised the ~neral question of the rectitude 
of Yahweh's providence: that great problem of retribution which eo 
exercised the minds of later Hebrew thinkers was perhaps formulated 
by Jeremiah1 and that 11 The warning must therefore have come to him at 
that point of hie life when he was driven from his native village to 
find a refuge in the crowded streets of the capital. And if we may 
suppose that 12:1-6 is a retrospective meditation written in the 
safety of his retreat in Jerusalem, it is not inconceivable that in 
spite of the frightfUl danger which he had escaped he should thus 
(a) Ibid, pp. 184-187. 
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contrast the comparatively tranquil life/ he had left behind for ever 
(a) 
with the sto~y career which awaited him in the great city." 
I do not feel that verse 1 indicates any falling off of 
the prophet's perfect dependence upon Yahweh, but in the quiet of 
inner comrm.mion with Yahweh Jeremiah mat ask the question: 
(b) 
wwhy do bad men prosper and scoundrels live at ease?" Jeremiah's 
thoughts and efforts had been directed upon doing good for hie own 
people in hie own time. And if he did peer into the future, it was 
for their sakes, for he cherished for them purer purposes, truer 
thinking, end greeter spirituel obedience to Yahweh. This Confession 
does not mean leek of obedience to his call, and even though he calls 
former friends 1 scoundrele 11 , we must not feel that he did not have 
their interests at heart. We have already alluded to the humanity of 
Jeremiah; hie heart was large, his loyalty to Yahweh was abiding, and 
hie experience of true religion was deep, and yet in all of these things 
we cannot expect him to maintain perfect serenity of spirit in the 
midst of hie dangerous career. In verse 1 we may have Jeremiah, in 
the stillness of a great experience, reaching down into the depths of 
his Yahweh-immersed nature, and desiring to reason this whole problem 
of the prosperity of the wicked out with Yahweh. He wants Yahweh to 
reveal to him just how it is that the wicked bring forth fruit. 
How suggestive, however, is verse 2b in its revelation of their 
hypocrisy: 11 thou art always on their lips, but far, far from their 
(c) hearts'~ We get a glimpse here of Je remieh 1 s power ) to plumb the 
inequalities of life, the hypocrisy of the unreal, the superficial 
(a) Ibid, pp. 111-112. 
(b) Ibid, pp. )6-)7. 
(c) Moffett's Translation. 
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welfare of the wicked (i.e. temporary worldly welfare), and the ill 
fare of the righteous • These great questions are born out of hie 
experience at this time, and he seems to be the first to formulate 
these facts of reality, and to face squarely the perplexities in-
volved in all of these facts. Of one thing he was Sl,lre, - Yahweh 
was on the lips of the people, they cruld speak Hie name, and implore 
Hie help, but the whole process was repugnant to Jeremiah, for he 
knew the shallowness of their lip-religion. They did not know Yahweh 
as God of the heart, no in this respect He was far from them. 
(a) 
As Driver suggests Yahweh was "far from their affections and deeires. 11 
· The prophet 'a perfect confidence in Yahweh is set forth 
agai n in verse ). If it be true that this Confession pictures for 
us a mood of religirus depression in the experience of Jeremiah, 
then in those words which read "But thou knoweat me thoroughly, and 
(b) 
hast tested h:ow ·my :··neart is T~ne," we see how additional suffer-
ing and humiliation on the part of this prophet is bringing him into 
a more genuine experience of Yahweh. The gold of hie religious 
experience is being purged of its dross. There is a rugged grandeur 
back of the way Jeremiah gripped the problem of suffering, tried not 
to evade it, and while he did not solve it, yet realized how it was 
a means of bringing into closer fellowship with Yahweh. 
Scholars for the most part omit verse 4. The whole book 
of Jeremiah seta forth the prophet's appreciative conception of all 
nature. If this verse is Jeremianic, then we cruld understand/ how, 
I 
the prophet would regard all the land as mcurning, the herbage wither• 
ing, and even the animals of the earth and the fowls of the air to 
(a) Ibid, P• 71. 
(b) Ibid, p. ?7· 
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be rebellious against all wickedness, for the prophet's heart wee 
close to the heart of all nature. Jeremiah'. a soul was touched as 
he beheld dumb creation with ita innocent beasts and hi rda involved 
in the sufferings of the human race. Could such a feeling on the 
part . of Jeremiah be one of momentary doubt that Yahweh was not ob-
servant of the ways of men? There may be some impatience manifested 
here, but the prophet did not release one bit hie grip of trust in 
Yahweh. I think the prophet raises this whole question because hie 
heart is for the moment pained at the lose of hie own people's 
affections and attitudes. One so sensitive as Jeremiah Ill.lst have 
suffered almost daily mental anguish and bitter pain. If he were in 
Jerusalem, and was thinking over the cause of the plots against hie 
life, surely he was saying to himself and talking over with Yahweh 
this: If I aroused the hatred of my own native folk by prophesying in 
Anathoth, how great and how bitter will be the animosity of the people 
of all Judah and Jerusalem if I prophesy to them? Indeed Driver 
suggests, as we· cone ide r ve rae 5, that the prophet 1 a impatience i a 
(a) 
rebuked, for he may have in the future still greater trials to endure; 
while Cornill sees in this verse a challenge which comes to Jeremiah 
to the effect that these theoretical perplexities of the immediate 
past are but child's play when compared with the life and death 
(b) 
struggles in which the future will speedily involve him. 
Some critics believe verses 5 and 6 to be a little cut of place, / etc., 
and yet if we a_re to know something of the great struggle that was 
taking place in the irmer life of Jeremiah in this Confession, we must 
(a) Ibid, PP• 71-72. 
(b) Of. footnote 2, Skinner, J., Prophecy and Religion, p. 112. 
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retain and attempt to interpret verse 5 especially. 
Yahweh makes hie reply to Jeremiah's challenge in this verse. 
11 If thou hast run with footmen, and they have wearied thee, then how 
wilt thou vie with horses? and though in a land of peace thou art 
(a) 
secure, yet how wilt thou do in the pride of Jordan?" This is 
strong language, and Yahweh forecloses the whole discussion by re-
buki ng the prophet1 a impatience, just as in the drama of Job He over-
(b) 
whelms the patriarch of trial from the midst of the whirl wind. 
Two striking figures are l:n:lrled at the ·prophet in order that he may 
become conscious of the hardships which lie before him. Hie past 
experience is likened unto one who has run with men, but when he start s 
out in Jerusalem and other places to reveal the will of Yahweh, his 
opposition will be as running against horses, and the dangers which 
he f aced in the little section of Anathoth were peaceful as compared 
with the lion-like attacks and thicket-like entanglements that a.re 
brund to engross him as hie prophetic sphere widens and hie influence 
reaches up and touches the garments, yea the hearts of evil-minded 
officials in high places. The time will come in the experience of 
this prophet when he will be hunted down as a wild animal in the jungle 
of life. 
To ~ mind, there is a similarity here in the religi~ta 
consciruaness and experience of Jeremiah that parallels the temptation 
experiences of Jesus. They were bitter days for Christ as he faced 
the possibilities of the power that God had entrusted to Him. It was 
a period when He meditated long and deeply over the use He would make 
(a) Ibid, PP• 71-72.. 
(b) cr. Job )8:1 ff. 
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of Hie Commission. The time had come when He nuet give up home-ties, 
friends, and all, and in a practical way go out and minister to the 
world. What a conscirusness wet have come to Him in these experiences~ 
What He must dot How He nust do it! And the feelings that nuet have· 
surged in His saul as He set out to teach men the way, the truth and 
the life that led to God! I suspect we shall never know the real Jesus 
of Nazareth unless we try to know Him in the light of that spiritual 
flood which took possession of Him on that occasion. 
So with Jeremiah, his life and heart will remain a spiritual 
enigma to us unless in this Confession we see the Spirit of Yahweh 
welling up in him and bidding him to forget the things of the past by 
reaching aut and up and pressing on to the things of the future. 
This experience was a high water mark in the religirue and prophetic 
consciousness of Jeremiah. Speaking of chapter 12:2f., Kelso says: 
"These are the words of mysticism, of religion as friendship, of one 
that realizes that the ultimate depths of character are being plumbed 
(a) 
by one who knows and who cares ... a profoundly stimlating experience. 11 
To me this Confession discloses a great spirit, writhing and 
struggling alone with himself and hie God. There were flowing into 
his heart the ever increasing compulsions of God, and into hie mind 
the re came that consciousness that the same God that had called him 
to be a prophet was now opening his eyes of vision and his heart of 
confidence to perform a larger and more dynamic task in prophecy. 
No longer was hie ministry to l be confined to a small grcup or area; 
(a) Kelso, A.P., Art. 11 The Religious Conscirusnese of Jeremiah", 
Amer. Jrur. Sem. Lange. & Lite., Vol. XLI, July 1925, 
p. 2;:>4. 
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now this prophet of Yahweh was to speak to all of the people of Israel. 
From such a mental and spiritual vantage-point 11 it seemed to him as 
though the land was filled with a vast blasphemy that consumed bird 
and beast - presumably a reference to the innumerable sacrifices in 
the temple (14:4). This was the result of a national moral blind-
edness, contrasted with the case of one who had not only heard but 
seen the word of Yahweh (2:31). It was the revelation of the 
character of God which his personal e·xperienee had given him, set 
over against this background of the world he knew, which produced 
his agony. 1 I am pained at the walls o~ my heart •••. Because thoo hast 
heard, 0 my soul, the sound of the trumpet, the alar.m of war1 1 (4: 19). 
It was not a panic ... stricken villager who uttered these words, but one 
of the group of thinkers of whom it has been dispassionately said, 
that they first caught the significance of history as revelation. 
But it is not quite accurate to say that 1the prophets read the Will 
of God in the flaming letters of the world's history'; rather their 
inner experiences enabled them to read the meaning of life in history. 
Whi l e once he had been 'like a gentle lamb led to the slaughter' 
(11:19), in ignorance of the plots against him, hie eyes had at last 
been opened to it all. His heart had been broken; his bones shook. 
He we.s like a drunken man 1 because of Yahweh and because of his 
(a) 
holy words,'(2):9). 11 
May we not leave this Confession until we sense all that 
Jeremiah experienced in this wilderness meditation with Yahweh. Deeper 
than the very daring which drew him into this whole problem / was hie very 
( a ) Kelso, A.P., Ibid, pp. 2)4-2)5. 
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trust that told him he cculd take his soul 1 a longing into the 
Holy of Holies with Yahweh, and there Yahweh showed him "that life 
is still livable, progress still possible, and trust still 
(a) 
triumphant." 
(a) Longacre, L.B., A Prophet Of The Spirit, p. 101. 
2:_. HIS UNMERITED WFFERING AND HIS EXULTING JO'f AT THE PROPHETIC 
REVELATICN.(Chapter 15:10-18, Driver's Translation, pp. 89-91). 
(10) Woe to me, my mother, that thou hast born me a man of strife 
( 11) 
(12) 
(1?) 
(14) 
and a man of contention to the whole earth! I have not lent 
(a) 
ui?on interest, neither have men lent to me upon interest; yet 
all of them curse me. 
(b) 
Yahweh said, 'Verily I will strengthen thee unto good; verily 
I will cause the enemy to make supplication unto thee in the time 
of evil and in the time of trouble. 
(c) 
Can one break iron, even iron from the north, and bronze? 
(d) 
Thy substance and thy treasures will I give for a spoil without 
(e) 
price, and that because of all thy sine, and in all thy borders. 
(f) 
And I will make thee to serve in a land which thcu knoweet not: 
(g) 
for a fire is kindled in mind anger, which shall burn up upon you.' 
(15) 'Thou knoweet, 0 Yahweh; remember me, and visit me, and aven~ 
thyself for me of my persecutors; take me not away in thy long-
(h) 
suffe,ring: know that for thy sake I have borne re preach. 
(i) 
(16) Thy words were found, and I did eat them; and thy words were unto 
me a joy and the rejoicing of mine heart: for thy name hath been 
(j) 
called over me, 0 Yahweh, God of hosts. 
(17) I have not eat in the assembly of them that make merry, and 
(k) (1) 
rejoiced: because of thy hand I have eat alone; for thou hast 
filled me with indignation. 
(18) Why is my pain perpetual, and my wound desperate, which refueeth 
(m) 
to be healed? wilt thou indeed be unto me ae a deceitful (stream), 
ae waters that are not sure?' 
(a) i.e. I am an object of hostility to all, though I have engaged in 
no transactions likely to arouse hostility. Jeremiah's unpopular-
ity was due to hie predictions of coming disaster. 
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(b) The Hebrew margin reads, I will release. 
(c) Can anything avail to resist the power of the Chaldeans, the 
'northern Colossus'? (Ewald). 
(d) Verses 1;1, 14 recur, with textual differences, as part of 17:),4. 
They can be addressed only to the people - in spite of the 
pronoun of the second person in verse 11 denoting Jeremiah. 
The prophet is assured that the Chaldeans will effect t heir 
purpose (v.12); and that he will be relieved of his foes by 
thai r being carried away into exile ( vv. 13, 14). 
The abrupt chan@9 of person is, however, strange; and it is 
possible that the verses did not originally stand i n their 
present place. 
(e) Read probably (as in 17:3), will I give for a spoil; and thy 
places, because of sin, throughout all thy borders. 
(f) So LXX (cf. 17:4). The Hebrew text has, I will make thine e nemies 
to pass into. 
(g) See Deuteronomy 32:22. 
(h) i.e. thrcugh thy mercy towards my enemie s. 
(i) Figr,ue for, I found thy revelation in my heart, and eagerly 
appropriated it ••.• LII, however, reads (from v. 15), know that 
for thy sruce I have borne reproach from them that contemn thy 
words (cf. 23:17). Consume them, and let thy word be to me a 
joy, etc. For 'consume them' cf. Psalm 59:13; for the 
thought, Jeremiah 18:21. 
( j ) i.e. thou hast taken possession of me (7:10) as thy own. 
(k) I have taken part in no worldly festivities. 
(1) The grasp of Yahweh's hand, seizing him and throwing him into 
a. prophetic ecstasy or trance: see II Kings 3:15, Ezra 1:3, 
3:14,22; Isaiah 7:11 (with RVm). 
(m) Hebrew 1 lying1 • Cf. llob 6:15; Isaiah 58:11 ( where 'fail' is 
literally 1 lie 1 ). With 1 sure 1 cf. Isaiah 3):16. 
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We now take up the first of the remaining seven Confessions, 
which as Skinner suggests probably date mostly from the last years of 
his tHophetic activity ... that is somewhere around 600 to 597 B. C. 
We mlSt now look at this prophet not as the unseasoned yruth 
who had just accepted the challenge of hie call, but as the mature 
prophet of sozoo twenty or more years of seasoned service in the 
ministry of Yahweh. While we shall treat 15:10-18 and 15:1 9-21 as 
two Confessions, I want to quote what Duhm has to say about 15:10-21. 
His words are brief hut impressive about this great patriarch of God, 
who feels that he stands virtually alone in the world: "Cap. 15:10-21 
ist ein jeremianisches Gedicht, aber dar Text iat in einem lmaserat 
verwahrl oaten Zustande. Der Prophet baklagt sich bi ttar ilber die 
Anfeindungen von aller \Val t, &bar das traurige Loa, das ihm durch 
eeinen Beruf rugefallen ist, -llber Jahwe selbst, der ihn Stich l~sat, 
erh~lt dann aber von Jahwe eine zwar ernste, doch tr~stende, auf-
(a) 
richtende Antwort." 
It seems altogether true that the soul that is able to 
ascend to the highest heights is also inclined at times to descend to 
the lowest depths. Jeremiah's spirit was a versatile one. On one 
ocea.sion hie spirit reaches heights unknown, and another time he lives 
in the darkness of the abyssmal depths. Already we are beginning to 
see in our study of these Confessions that the outstanding thing they 
would teach us is the perpetual struggle in Jeremiah's life between 
fidelity to his prophetic commission and the natural feelings and im-
pulses of his heart. As Skinner well says: "He has been prepared 
(a.) Ibid, p. 1?4. 
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for opposition by hie call to office, and has received the promise 
of strength to endure it ( 1:8, l7ff.); but in the strange and unexpected 
forms in which it was actually enc runte red by him, it almost unmanne-d 
him. He had all the oriental's shrinking from ridicule, and sensi-
tiveness to calumny, and both were hie portion in full measure. 
He is a. laughing-stock all day long, and object of derision to all; 
a.e often as he speaks he is mocked (20:7,8); his enemies assail him 
with the tongMe (18:18); everyone curses him (15:10). Hie sympathetic 
nature was wounded by the hatred and contempt to which he was exposed, 
by the alienation of hie fellows and their misconstruction of hie 
(a) 
motives •11 
So heavy and oppressive ie the burden of opposition and 
persecution that he pronounces woes upon hie mother for having borne 
him to clash and quarrel with all the world. Concerning verse 10 
Peake says: "The verse springe out of long and bitter experiences 
of the universal hostility he aroused. Hie stinging attacks on the 
vices of his countrymen, hie scornful handling of their cherished con-
victions and prejudices, his steady warnings that they must prepare for 
the worst, amply explained the bitterness with which he was assailed. 
Yet, conacirus that all hie utterances were prompted by the purest, 
the moat clear-oighted love for his people, he marvels at the hate with 
which he is pursued. Had he been a usurer, or a defaulting debtor, 
it would have been reasonable, for financial relations of this kind 
(b) 
were a. constant occasion of embittered feelings." 
Jeremie.h is here trying to express an inner pain for which 
words and descriptions of an ruter circumstance will never suffice. 
(a) Ibid, p. 210.-
(b) Ibid, p. 209. 
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The nearest parallel to be found that will in any WB{f illustrate his 
feeling of despair is to be found in the isolation that walls in a 
money-lender whom his debtors ~void, or to a debtor who will not pay 
hie honest debts. But the prophet's condition is far worse than 
the worst of financial failings, for he had neither borrowed nor lent 
money, yet everyone cursed him. As a servant of Yahweh he was con-
ocious that the whole of his prophetic utterance was pu~, for it 
was based on the impelling word of Yahweh. Now the very thing that 
had given him the boldness to apeak, and the courage to go on and on, 
was the very feeling that burned in hie bones, and made him so 
humiliatingly conscious of the compounded ill-will of men. 
One of the most perplexing problems in the religious experience of 
this prophet is, how to harmonize into n calm unified experience, 
the forces which impel him and the urges which cause him to shrink 
from hie task. This problem looms large in Jeremiah, for it seems 
that the same power which made him willing to do Yahweh's will was 
at another time the same force which made him eo reluctant by causing 
him to feel thnt he was not worthy of his task. We notice it especial-
ly in this Confession. It was the word of Yahweh which rurned in 
hie bones, and constrained him, not by a mere flood of emotion, but 
by the clear and calm realization of the will of Yahweh, and of hie 
own relation to that duty in declaring it. The same power which makes 
of him a true servant of Yahweh also makes of him a man of strife 
and of contention to the whole world. And in his attempt to solve 
this problem there comes but one answer, and it is from Yahweh: 
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11 
'Verily I will strengthen thee (or release thee) unto good; verily 
I will cause the enemy to make supplication unto thee in the time of 
(a) 
evil and in the time of trouble. 111 In the excitement of hie 
complaint, and the fever of hie feelings, which nearly drive him to 
open rebellion, the answer of Yahweh comes as e. cooling breeze to his 
fevered brow, and as refreshing water to his scorched lips. 
Verse 11, cited above, offers many difficulties and is either re-
ject ed by some critics or emended by others. We shall retain it e.e 
e. f i tting answer from Yahweh to hie fe.i thful servant who cries rut in 
verse 10. 
Verse 12 is likewise cloUded in obscurity, more so than the 
one preceding it, and perhaps Binn1 s comment here will help us as 
rnuch as any: 1Thie verse also has caused great perplexity amongst 
commentators; perhaps the best way of taking it is to follow the margin 
'Can iron break iron from the North,' and to read it as a complaint of 
Jeremiah that though God has made him iron, his enemies are even iron 
of harder substance. The alternative is to ?J.t the words into the 
mouth of God and to apply 1 iron 1 to the Babylonians, as Ewald does, 
'Can anything avail to resist the power of the Chaldeane, the Northern 
(b) 
Colas sua? 111 There are many other suggested changes and emendations 
of this verse by critics, but we must limit critical considerations to 
a minimum in this part of our paper. 
Verse 1? and 14, as sugmeeted by Driver, Moffatt, Lealie, 
Skinner, Welch and others, recur in 17:?,4, where they eeem( nuch more 
in place. 
(e.) Ibid, pp. 89-91. 
(b) Binns, L.E., The Book Of The Prophet Jeremiah, p. 1?1. 
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Welch suggests a very impressive translation of verse 16: 
"As for me, T~y word is my joy and my heart's delight, for I am wholly 
(a) 
dedicated to Thee, 0 Yahweh." Of cause Yahweh' a word brought 
pain to the heart of Jeremiah, but it is a mistake to infer that 
Jeremiah cc:uld not and did not find joy in it. Communion with Yahweh 
and revelation of Hie nature brooght gladness t,o the prophet. On the 
other hand we must not forget that this same contact with Yahweh did 
set Jeremiah apart from all other men. The prophet ie very sensitive 
to that fact, for listen to hie words in verses 17 and 18. "I have 
not eat in the assembly of them that make merry, and rejoiced; 
because of thy hand I have eat alone; for thou hast filled me with 
indignation. Why is my pain perpetual, and my wound desperate, which 
refueeth to be healed? wilt thou be unto me as a deceitful (stream~, 
(b) 
as waters that are not sure? 11 · It was not that Yahweh saw in 
Jeremiah a man who was better than all other men in any social sense, 
but in him he beheld a choice instrument to be used for the perpetuation 
of Hie prophetic revel at ion. In this sense Jeremiah was a unique soul, 
and in the way he responded to Yahweh's summons by immersing hie entire 
being in the nature and character of Yahweh, we have a man who, by 
virtue of hie allegiance to hie God, and by his steadfastness of pur-
pose in carrying oot his prophetic ministry, is truly separated from 
all other men. In this respect he sat alone ani fed upon the "Bread 
of Heaven." This is why he could not make merry with other men, for 
it was contrary to hie nature to take delight in the things of the 
/world. As a matter of fact it was hie scorn of all evil ways and 
(a) Ibid, p. 43. 
(b) Ibid, pp. 89-91. 
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things which filled him with such indignation, and as his ministry 
extended CNer a long period of years, and compounded these experi-
ences in his heart, one can readily sympathize with him in hie per-
petual pain and bitter loneliness. In Jeremiah' a day the experience 
of being a prophet of Yahweh involved one in perpetual pain, and 
perhaps the whole process of wrenching one's srul from rut of its 
normal social setting, may not have been the complete desire of the 
prophet's heart; for at one time he too had shared in the comforts 
and companionships of a home life, with loved ones and friends back 
in little Anathoth, but now he is virtually a social rutcast, not 
only in Anathoth but in all of the places where he has preached the 
meeaage of Yahweh. It is eo natural then that he should lift hie 
heavy heart to Yahweh in all of these incidents, for to whom else 
could he go? Home., friends and all were cut off-. How lonely he 
must have been, - alone in the world. Hie words in these last two 
verses are exceedingly impressive, but even then they do not enable 
us to plumb the depths of his noble heart. One of the heaviest 
burdens Jeremiah had to carry was hie enforced isolation, not by un-
friendliness or an anti-social nature, but because his attitude and 
hie message as a prophet of Yahweh prCNoked opposition and tended to 
alienate him from his fell owe. Jeremiah trusted Yahweh so deeply 
and with such great freedom, that he dared give utterance to Him who 
seemed to be consuming his very srul, but in reality was purging it 
of all dross. Prof. Lealie sees in these verses a noble erul 
pioneering in the problem of suffering. 
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The attitude of Jeremiah revealed in this Confession 
must not be thought of as one of irreverence and disloyalty to 
Yahweh, instead we will do well to discover his approach to prayer 
at this point. Skinner observes that "to Jeremiah prayer is more 
than petition. It is intimate converse with God, in which his 
who l e inner life is laid bare, with its perplexities and struggles 
and temptations; and he unburdens himself of the distress which 
weighs down his spirit, in the sure confidence that he is heard and 
(a) 
understood by the God to whom all things are naked and open." 
(a) Ibid, pp. 21)-214). 
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4. YAHWEH'S SUMMONS TO A NOBLER ATTITUDE OF SOUL. 
(Chapter 15:19-21, Driver's Tranelation,pp.91-92). 
( 19) Therefore true sai th Yahweh, if thou turneat, then will I 
(a) 
bring thee back, that thou meyeet stand before me; and if 
(b) 
thru bringeet rut the precious from the common, thou shalt 
(c) 
be as my mwth: they may return unto thee; but thou a halt 
not return unto them. 
(20) And I will make thee unto this people a fortified wall of bronze: 
and they shall fight against thee, but they shall not prevail 
against thee: for I am with thee to save thee and to deliver 
thee, eaith Yahweh. 
(21) And I will deliver thee out of the hand of the wicked, and I will 
(d) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
redeem thee from the clutch of the terrible. 
If Jeremiah turns back from his distrust and despair, then Yahweh 
will co-operate with him, and help him again to resume hie place 
as Hie minister. To stand before any one is to wait upon him, 
or to be hie servant (cf. Deuteronomy 1:38); I Kings 10:8, 12:8; 
and of the Levi tee performing menial offices for the worshippers, 
Numbers 16:9) •••• It is used of the priests as God's ministers, 
Deuteronomy 17:12, 18:10 al; and of a prophet as here, specially 
of Elijah and Elisha, I Kings 17:1, 18:15, II Kings 3:14,16. 
i.e., probably, if thou separate at like a refiner, what ie pure and 
divine in thee from the slag of earthly passion and weakness, with 
which it ie mixed. 
i.e., as my spokesman, or prophet. Se~ Exodus 4:16 (where Aaron 
is called Moeee 1 1 mouth 1 ), compared with 7: l (where he is called 
his 1 prophet. 1 ). 
Hebrew palm. 
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No one can be called to a nobler attitude of soul without 
feeling the tug of some inner reconsecrations of spirit. Yahweh's 
answer to this pain-stricken and spirit-crushed prophet was not so 
much one of mercy as of a greater challen~, and to this increased 
challen~ we find appended some very definite conditione which 
Jeremiah m..1st meet, if he is to continue in hie unique ministry. 
Yahweh does not appear to be angry with his servant, but He is very 
specific in his requirements. Moffatt renders verse 19 very 
suggestively: 
11 If you will give up murmunng, 
I will restore ycu to my services; 
if you will purifY yourself from paasion 1 e dross, 
Then you shall be my spokesman, 
Let other men come over to your side, 
but go not over to join them.• (a) 
Yahweh reassures and strengthens hie servant upon the condition that 
he stop his complainings. Distrust and lack of crurage unfi te a 
prophet especially for the achievement of revelation. If Jeremiah 
is to conti:rue to be Yahweh's messenger, he must JUt away all un-
certainty and despair (l: 17). Commenting upon this verse, Prof. 
Knudson says: 11 Thie is one of the most remarkable utterances in 
the whole book. Nowhere else do we get such an insight into the 
heart of Jeremiah and into the essence of hie teaching as here. 
Jehovah, it is to be observed, in his response to the prophet s·ays 
nothing a brut his sufferings. He has no word of sympathy for him 
in hie trials. These, he assumes, are to be met and manfully borne. 
On the other hand, he regards the prophet's complaints as equivalent 
to apostasy. By uttering them he has backslidden. So Jehovah offers 
(a) Moffatt's Translation. 
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him the privilege of restoration to his prophetic office. The con-
dition of this / restoration is sim"f)ly this, that he bring forth the 
precious without the vile •... In this experience of the prophet and 
in his conception of the new covenant, we have the high point of 
(a) 
Old Testament prophecy." 
Driver's note on the following phrase is very sug~etive: 
11 and if thoo bringest out the precious from the common," in other 
words 11 If thoo separatest, like a refiner, what is pure and divine 
in thee from the slag of earthly passion and weakness with which it 
is mixed"then, 0 Jeremiah, thou wilt be a. true prophet. Is it 
posei ble that this prophet of the heart, a.fte r these long years of 
suffering and of prophetic faithfUlness, had in him passion's dross? 
Evidently eo, from this statement of Yahweh. I do feel thR.t Jeremiah 
in this Confession has come upon a more refined conception of Yahweh, 
and it is in this respect: Yahweh is not so ID.lch a cons ole r of us 
in cur weaknesses, but one who exhorts us to higher aspirations, and 
encourages us to give oorselvee to larger tasks. It is much better 
to have this conception of Yahweh than it is to feel that He comforts 
us only in our failures. Skinner regards this section e.s 11 the climax 
of the Confessions," for in it Jeremiah comes to e. clear conscioosness 
of the answer which solves the problem of his personal relation to 
(b) 
God. 
Jeremiah comes nearer to losing his spirit in the Confession 
of 15:10-18 than in any other we have thus fe.r considered, e.nd having 
recognized this, it also seems true that in 15:19-21 he comes nearer to 
(a) I bid, pp. 199-201. 
(b) Ibid, cf. p. 214. 
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realizing how perilously true that was eo. Another lesson he learns 
is that the greatest victory any one can achieve is mastery over him-
self. He has tried dilimently in the past to distin~ish clearly be-
tween right and wrong, but in the future as never before, he nust 
differentiate most cautiously between the noble and the base in hie 
own mind and heart. Here we have a great aeeayer of God, in the 
laboratory of hie prayer life, turning the search-light of God 1 a t ruest 
methods of separating the precious from the common into. hie own soul, 
and there in the personal experiment of introspection, and under the 
all-seeing power of God 1 e scruti,nous vision, he tries to J1l rge himself 
of all dross. Only as he cleanses himself of all base impulses, 
impatience, despair and doubt, can he prove his worth and rightfully 
stand before God and be His spokesman to all men. 
I think we are now ready to speak about one thing in the 
religious experience of Jeremiah that we have not discovered l:n the 
other prophets. We have observed how hie friends became his enemies; 
how his hostility at first was local, but has now become nation-wide 
and more hitter than ever. These long years of suffering and of ever 
deepening dependence upon Yahweh drive hie religious experience deeper 
and deeper into the heart, and the truth of it is, he found no response 
anywhere except in his own heart. His enforced social deprivations 
which drove him more and more out of the world, were a great deal 
responsible for hie mystical nature which found final repose only in 
the presence of Yahweh. In what appeared to be hie gloomiest hours 
and most embittered experiences, we see, gradually emerging, Jeremiah's 
greatest contribution to religion, namely; the imperishable worth of 
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man' a personal relationship to God, and that there is in the human 
heart of all of us that which will not let the truth of God perish. 
In a pre-eminent way did Jeremiah disc~er this, and it is seen in 
the untold times he always went back to Yahweh and laid hie suffer-
ing heart upon Hie bosom. This is what is meant by verses 20 and 
21, and I quote again from Moffatt's translation: 
1 I will make you a rampart of a fort to resist 
this people; 
they shall att.ack yru but not master you, 
for I am with you to succor you; 
I will deliver you from evil men, 
and free you from the clutches of the cruel. 11 
Duhm identifies "the terrible" (or "the cruel" as Moffatt 
translates it), with 11 K&nig Jojek:im und jane Grossen11 , and in all 
(a) 
probability they are the ones referred to in verse 21. 
(a) Ibid, p. 1)8. 
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5. YAHWEH THE COMPREHENDER OF THE HEARl'. 
(Chapter 17:9-10, Driver's Translation, p.lOO). 
(9) The heart is deceitful above all things, and it is des-
perately sick: who can know it? 
( 10) I Yahweh search the heart, and try the reins; and give unto 
every man according to hie ways, according to the fruit of 
his doings. 
The above revelation is a momentcue discove-ry on the part 
of Jeremiah, and it wst have taken possession of him shortly after 
Yahweh had summonsed him to a nobler attitude of a oul. We have al-
ready referred to the sincere manner in which the prophet subjected 
himself' to a most rugged self-examination b:y laying bare hie mind and 
heart before the permeating searchlight of God. In this process of 
close introspection he had discovered the channels into which God 
pcured hie power, and through which He desired to get control of 
mens 1 lives. He found the heart, (by which is meant the mind as the 
seat of understanding), to be the one secretive agency of evil, and 
that it was desperately sick, i.e., it had become much weakened and 
diseased because it had harbored eo much evil. 
Speaking of' the prophet, and commenting on verse 9 Peake 
observes not "a general observation on the deceitfulness of man 1 s 
heart, but a personal confession prompted by a fresh insight into 
the dark possibilities he had come to discern within himself. 
On the surface all was fair; to himself, as well as to others, he 
seemed wholehearted in his consecration. But the new light has lit 
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up the subterranean depths of hie heart, disclosing a prospect from 
which he recoils in amazement and dread. If he himself is unaware 
of the evil forces within hie nature, which may at any time be re-
leased to hie ruin, who is there who can know them all? To this 
despairing question we have the Divine response in 10. Yahweh knows 
all the intricate windings of the heart, and tracks the evil to the 
(a) 
remotest lurking place. 11 We ask the question, how did the 
prophet learn of this? By turning the searchlight on hie own inner 
life, and he did this openly, honestly and consistently. With the 
Psalmist he could say: 11 Search me, 0 God, and know my heart: Try me, 
and know my thoughts; and see if there be any wicked way in me, and 
lead me in the way everlasting. 11 
(b) 
The Confessional experiences were teaching Jeremiah that 
no one searched the heart like Yahweh, and no body tried the affec-
tiona like Yahweh. At this point of close personal relationship 
with Yahweh, Jeremiah recognizes human frailty .and presents the 
famous a priori ar~ment for the necessity of a revelation. 
God _ can never create a moral consciousness in us unless He have con-
trol of our minds and our wills. For after all these are the 
channels into which are poured the molten spirit of the Divine, and 
through which we give expression to our God-given personalities. 
In general we may say then that the prophet' a mystic experience 
intensified and transfor.med the social instincts, which of course 
were very apparent in a religion at the stage of nationalism in its 
development. And while Jeremiah has been labeled an individualist, 
(a) Ibid, p. 22). 
(b) Psalm 1)9: 2), 24; American Revised Version. 
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it is a bit unfair to consider him any lees social in his viewpoint 
than Amos or Isaiah. But this must be said; he realized more 
clearly than the eighth-century prophets that true personalities lXllSt 
find their strength in themeel vee. Josiah's reform and the impending 
invasion no doubt hastened the realization, but the fact that it was 
possible to do eo might be considered Jeremiah1e discovery. 
Says Kelso, 11 In this the prophetic mind differs most from the modern 
mind that has pinned its faith on a social enterprise called 
education; and in it it approaches the medieval viewpoint that 
personality ie a gift, a result of the ultimate experience. 
This intensification of consciousness raised the two antinomies of 
the social consciousness, self-preservation and self-expression, i nto 
moral freedom and self-sacrifice. And out of the experience, of 
(a) 
course, there emerged a new interpretation of God. 11 
A great deal of self-analysis lies behind this Confession, 
and an increasing confidence must have come to Jeremiah as he learned 
through hie own religious experience and inquiry, that God was to be 
fcu.nd not in formal ritualism, or in dead creeds, but in the secret 
chambers of the individual's heart. It makes us think of that part 
of the collect which says 11 eleanee the thoughts of cur hearts by the 
' inspiration of Thy Holy Spirit, that we may perfectly love Thee and 
worthily magnify Thy Holy Name, •.•• 11 There is !Xllch of the mystical 
element in Jeremiah, and this, supplemented by hie intimate personal 
relation to Yahweh is what makes hie religious experience so unique in 
a gene ration of violently eonfli cting voices. We are not to / rely upon 
(a) Ibid, p. 2;8. 
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our hearts entirely, for repose in God who is "greater than cur 
hearts 11 gives us a safer ground of confidence, for he can fathom 
our hearts and reward us openly. 
Prof. Leslie says this Confession is "extremely important 
(a) 
for psychology of religion.• 
(a) Ibid, Lecture Notes, 1925-1926. 
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6. A PRAYER FOR SOLACE AND FOR VENGEANCE. 
(Chapter 17:14-18, Driver's Translation, pp.lOl-102). 
(14) Heal me, Yahweh, and I shall be healed; save me, and I shall be 
saved: for thou art my praise. 
(15) Behold, they say unto me, 'Where is the word of Yahweh? let 
(a) 
it come, pray. 1 
(b) 
(16) As for me, I have not hastened from being a shepherd after 
thee; neither have I desired the woeful day; thru knowest: 
(c) 
that which came rut of my lips was before thy face. 
(17) Be not a (cause of) dismay unto me: thou art my refuge in the 
day of evil. 
(18) Let them be put to shame that persecute me, but let not me be 
put to shame: let them be dismayed, but let not me be die-
mayed: bring upon them the day '. of evil, and destroy them with 
(d) 
double destruction. 
(a) With the taunting question, cf. Isaiah 5:19, Ezekiel 12:22. 
(b) Fim;re for a prophet --an application which does not occur 
elsewhere. Gieeebreeht, Duhm and Cornill, vocalizing one word 
(with Aq. Symm.) differently, read, 1 I have not hastened after 
thee be cause of evil ' , i • e . , I have not run after thee, im-
portuning thee to bring on the evil day: the clause will then 
be parallel with the following one. 
(c) Jeremiah protests that he has not shrunk from following Yahweh 
as a prophet, or announced the day of woe, because (as his enemies 
declared) he desired it: Yahweh knows that he ie speaking the 
truth; why, then, should He abandon him to hie foes? 
(d) Hebrew 'break them with a double brea.ldng:' cf. on 4:6. 
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At the top of page 146 of his 11 Da.s Buch Jeremia.11 1 Duhm makes 
the suggestion that verses 9 and 10 of this chapter should be taken 
with verses 14ff., and concerning our present Confession he says: 
11 17:14-18 ist ohne Zweifel ein echtes Gedicht Jeremias, warscheinlich 
(a) 
die Fortsezung von v. 9 10. Der Text ist ver.ahrlost." 
Moffatt has also made the adjustment in his translation of the Bible 
by putting verses 9 and 10 immediately before verses 14-18. If this 
is the proper arrangement of these sections, then they represent a 
colloquy between Yahweh a.nd the prophet. 
Verse 14 is truly the cry of a. spirit that is almost 
exhausted. This is prayer in rea.li ty. Succor is of Yahweh, eo he 
pours out hie soul to Yahweh: 11 Hea.l me, 0 Yahweh, eo that I may be 
made whole, eave me, eo that I may indeed be saved, for Thou art 
(b) 
my glory." 
In 15:19-21 Jeremiah could not be released from Yahweh's 
service, for He challenged him to a. greater ministry• In 17:9-10 
J eremia.h is convinced that no one could know and understand the mind 
of man like Yahweh, for He searched the heart and tested the affections, 
and gave to all men according to the fruit of thai r doings. 
In some of his Confessions Jeremiah had manifested some impatience 
and distrust, and in each case Yahweh rebuked him and promised him 
help if he would but turn from his uncertainties a.nd follow 'Yahweh 
with his whole heart. 
CUr present Confession is a. prayer for patience and for 
Divine vindication. The prophet has fallen into deep distress, 
produced by the reproaches of his countrymen, and having discovered 
(a) Ibid, p. 145. 
(b) Ibid, p. 46. 
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through hie own personal experience that Yahweh is hie true sruree of 
inspiration, and his sure eruree of strength, he calls upon Him in hie 
time of trial and asks to be made whole. In this pathetic entreaty 
he prays Yahweh to be not a terror to him, such as were hie familiar 
friends (20:10); but to be a regufe and a shelter in which he might 
find comfort. 
What a taunt is hurled at Jeremiah when the crowd yells 
(a) 
"Where is the word of Yahweh? let it come, pray." Commenting 
on verse 15 Binns says: "These words must have been written before 
the approach of the Babylonian armies, and certainly before the first 
fall of Jerusalem. If the earlier chapters of Jeremiah refer to the 
Scythian invasion, whose terrors passed harmlessly by the men of 
(b) 
Jerusalem, this verse may be a taunt over their non-fUlfilment." 
Taunting speeches of opposition have been part of the burden of all 
prophets, (cf. Isaiah 5:19 and Ezekiel 12:22), but in the case of 
Jeremiah the threats and scoffs of his enemies drive deeper than ever 
into his heart the conscirusness of his own weakness and lack of self-
restraint. We shall learn a wonderful lesson in chastisement from 
this prophet, if in the condemnations that were h.trled upon him, we 
see him experiencing a closer fellowship with hie God. 
Moffatt adds to the strength and meaning of verse 16 by 
rends ring it: 
"Yet never would I press thee to bring on calamity; 
I never lon~d - thou knowest - for a judgment day; 
All that I ever said is known to thee." (c) 
What a cry for vindication! Men have scoffed him and ridiculed him as 
(a) Ibid, pp. 101-102. 
(b) Ibid, p. 142. 
(c) Moffatt's Translation. 
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a messenger of Yahweh. In this verse we get a glimpse into the un-
fathomable depths of the prophet's sympathy even for evil doers. 
He was sure that he had never prayed nor longed for the terrible dregs 
of doom and judgment. The woeful day he did not desire. Here again 
we see clearly into the heart of the man who is having a bitter 
struggle between fidelity to his prophetic ministry and the natural 
feelings and impulses of hie heart. Btit again he is sure that all of 
his actions and thoughts are known to Yahweh - the comprehender of 
the heart. 
The plea of verse 17 is so human • . He has been rebuked by 
Yahweh, the anguish of his heart is deep, yea he is in perpetual pain, 
so he pleads with Yahweh that fUrther dismay and physical torture may 
not be hie experience. Instead, he begs for refUge and comfort. 
Apparently the prophet's spirit has been bruised enough, and he would, 
if it please Yahweh, be spared further strain. 
There is a certain sort of spiritual selfishness set forth 
in verse 18: 
"May my foes be put to shame, and not I: 
May they be dismayed, and not I! 
Bring on them the day of evil; (a) 
Destroy them with druble destruction." 
As Prof. Leslie suggests, truly "the ideas here are sub-christian," 
and in many ways not quite in keeping with the man whose experience 
we have been trying to learn. But let us not forget that Jeremiah 
belonged to an age that preceded Christ by a margin of nearly seven 
centuries. Again let it be remembered that this man was a servant 
of Yahweh and not a god himself. We will do /well to retain the humanity 
(a) Ibid, p. 206. 
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of Jeremiah, for after all it is hie great experience that brings the 
Divine and the human into such wann fellowship and definite relation-
ship. Peake expresses a bit of doubt about verse 18 bei~g genuinely 
Jeremianic: ''The imprecation with which the verse ends, even if we 
could credit Jeremiah with uttering it, contradicts 16 too eparply to 
have been uttered by him at this time, all the more when he ie dismayed 
by the evil he has discovered in his own heart, and is praying for 
deliverance from it. The two previous clauses are not open to the 
same objection, and may perhaps be menuine.• 
(a) 
(a) Ibid, p. 225. 
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7. THE PLor TO CATCH HIM AND HIS DEFENSE. 
(Chapter 18:18-23, --omitting 21-22a.--Driver' a Tra.nal at ion, pp.l09-lll). 
(18) Then said they, 'Come, and let us devise devices against Jeremiah; 
(a) 
for direction will not perish from the priest, nor crunsel from 
(b) 
the wise, nor the word from the prophet. Come, and let us amite 
(c) 
him with the tongpe, and let us not give heed to any of his words.' 
(19) Give heed to me, Yahweh, and hearken to the voice of them that 
contend with me. 
(20) Should evil be recompensed for good? for they have dig~d a pit 
for my soul. Remember how I stood before thee to speak good for 
them, to turn back thy fury from them. 
(21) Therefore deliver up their children to the famine, and give them 
(d) 
over to the power of the sword; and let their wives become 
(e) 
childless, and widows; and let their men be slain of death, and 
their young men smitten of the sword in battle. 
(22 ) Let a cry be heard from their houses, when thou shalt bring a 
troop suddenly upon them: for they have digged a pit to take me, 
and traps have they hidden for my feet.. 
(23) Yet thou, Yahweh, knowest all their counsel against me to slay me: 
forgive not their iniquity, neither blot cut their sin from thy 
(f) 
sight, but let them be overthrown before thee; deal thou wi th 
them in the time of thine anger. 
(a) i.e., direction to the laity on what to do on points of ceremonial 
obee rvance. 
(b) They cannot imagine that the time will ever come when as Jeremiah 
declared, the State would come to an end, and the priest, the wise 
man, and the prophet be no longer able _to fulfil their various 
vocations. Of. Ezekiel 7:26. 
(c) i.e., bring some serious accusation against him, such as a charge 
of treason. 
(d) Hebrew 1 epill 1 them into the hands (figure for power) of the sword. 
(e) i.e., death by pestilence, as 15:2. 
(f) Hebrew 'made to stumble': cf. 6:15,21. 
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This Confession confronts us with the similar situations 
that we met in 11:18-2), 12:1-6, and 15:10,11,15-21. There is a move 
on foot to get rid of Jeremiah. The exact meaning of ve rae 18 is a 
bit uncertain, unless we are to conclude that there is an obvious 
intent here to establish the permanent influence of the priest, the 
sage and the prophet in the coillllllni ty. If this section be historical, 
then we get an idea of the recognition given these three classes of 
teachers: the priest who gave answers to inquirers by mans of the 
sacred lot, or by the traditions of his sanctuary; the "wise men" 
who gave advice to those who consulted him; the prophet to whom the 
message of Yahweh was revealed in order that he in turn might deliver 
it to hie people. If the people were in earnest in their con-
spiracy to take the life of Jeremiah, they were also pretty sure that 
the ways and means of ceremonial observances as well as instruments of 
counsel would not pass away forever. 
At times as I have thought of this passage, I have had to 
wonder if perchance the unpleasantness of all the condemnation that 
had been heaped upon Jeremiah did not cause him to feel most uncertain 
of hie life. Contention against him was rife, at every step he was 
the recipient of scoffs, sneers and jeers. All of these things had 
eo buried themselves in hie soul, and taken such possession of hie 
imagination, that whether or not there were prolonged efforts to kill 
him, he must have felt eo most of the time. In any case these 
manifold plots against him stirred hie righteous indignation to white 
heat , and magnified the evil and OPPosition of men against him. 
In verse 19 Jeremiah brings himself and the cause of hie 
adversaries to Yahweh. He indulges in devcut prayer, believing 
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somehow that Yahweh will not permit evil to be recompensed for good, 
and that while the people are grossly offended at hie words, yet 
Yahweh in His righteousness will not pe.nnit His s&rvant the prophet 
to suffer such derision at the hands of his opponents who have laid 
traps to ensnare him. We have to be patient with Jeremiah in his 
passionate outbreaks of resentment against hie foes, and remember that 
these utterances are not~oot in the Temple court and etc., but 
always when he is alone in prayer and communion with Yahweh. 
Many critics say:::we should omit 21-22a, while still others 
(a) 
like Cornill and Duhm think 21-2) should be omitted. Commenting 
upon the paesames in which Jeremiah prays for vengeance, Skinner says: 
11 There is a tendency among commentators to clear Jeremiah of responsi-
bility for such utterances and assign their composition to later 
scribes who knew not what epiri t he was of. But they are too con-
stant a feature of the Confessions to be got rid of by the hypothesis 
of interpolation, either on the subjective ground that they are un-
worthy of Jeremiah, or because they violate some doobtful metrical 
canon. That they have been amplified here and there by later hands 
is easily conceivable, and where there are eigne of dislocation of 
text (as in 18:20ff.) we may reasonably surmise that this has taken 
place; still, enough remains to show that the prayer for ven~ance 
was a real element in Jeremiah's attitude towards hie personal foes • 11 
Before we condemn the prophet too severely then for this 
uncharitable and sub-christian attitude, let us measure some of the 
(a) Ibid, p. 229. 
(b) Ibid, p. 211. 
(b) 
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circumstances with a fairness that will do justice to his humanity, 
for after all he bears a likeness to each of us in that we are subject 
to fluctuations of temperament and gusts of passion. The real great.-
ness of this personal religionist is to be observed in hie ability to 
rise above the lower plane of opposition and ill-will, and go on 
ministering to those who, on various occasions, plotted to take hie 
life. 
In this Confession, as in the others, we wet note carefully 
how the prophetic office, with all of ita hardships, became to Jeremiah 
the center of a new and more heightened human rel ation to Yahweh, and 
thi s comradeship with the Eternal "expanded into a life of prayer and 
communion, in which ell that concerned him, hie temptations, hie per-
plexitiee, and the burden of hie work, formed the subject of an inti-
mate introspective dialogue between himself and the divine voice that 
echoed mysteriously through the secret chambers of hie soul. It was 
this reaction of hie human subjectivity on the fact of hie prophetic 
call which unsealed within him the perennial fountain of true piety 
the religious receptivity of the individual. CUt of the Hebrew 
prophet, there is created in Jeremiah a new spiritual type - the Old 
Tes t ament saint: the man who, when flesh and heart fail, finds in God 
(a) 
the strength of hie heart and his portion for ever (Psalm 73 :26). 11 
Thus we have tried to bring out in our study of the Confess-
ions so far, vecy imperfectly to be sure, the persistent progress which 
Jeremiah made in discovering the individual heart to be the citadel of 
true re li gi on. In the very first Confession we noticed a break taking 
place between the prophet and his people, and in each Confession since 
(a) Ibid, pp. 222-223. 
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there has been a gradual severance of' hie heart from religious com-
panionehi p with men. Finally it gets to such a point that he cannot 
pray for hie fellow men except to implore the vengeance of' Yahweh upon 
. them. In hie thoughts now, men are present to him only as foes and 
·-
despisers of' the word of' Yahweh and not as co-workers in the cause of' 
righteousness. As Skinner observes: 11 He seemed to himself' the one 
religious person in hie generation, the only man who knew Yahwe ::and 
stood in immediate relation to Him. In this consciousness of' spiritual 
isolation, it seemed further to Jeremiah that the whole cause of' Yahwe 
in t he world rung on his individual life -- upon his inward fide li t:r 
to the truth revealed to him, and also on his outward vindication in 
the sight of' men. This is the explanation, even if' it be not a juati-
fication, of' his passionate desire for the discomfiture of his enemies. 
Either they :tmlst go under or he; either they or he IIUBt be put to 
everlasting shame and confusion. And f'orasiiUch ae he wa a persuaded 
that the truth of' God stood or fell with him, he f'el t assured of final 
victory over his foes, and prayed with a good conscience that he might 
see Yahwe 1 a vengeance upon them. If' we judge this attitude of' mind 
from the standpoint of' the Christian ideal, we must recognize the truth 
of' Smend 1 a remark that 1 Jeremiah was no martyr in the New Testament 
sense. 1 He could not himself hold on to the truth if Yahwe shru l d 
leave him naked to his enemies 1 scorn. He had not learned the secret 
(a) 
of victory through defeat and death." 
Such was the character of' individual religion as it came to 
fruition in the personality of Jeremiah. The fire of' his soul burned 
ae long as he kept in close contact with Yahweh, but let him associate 
. (a) Ibid, pp. 22)-224. 
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with the crowds and mingle with the masses, and he was the loneliest 
of men. In our day of social contact and usefUlness, his whole life 
would be out of joint, and in this regard we cannot but sympathize with 
him in the tragedy of his loneliness. But how great is cur debt to 
him for deepening and developing the subjective side of religious con-
ociousnese, for from his time on we have had a continued line of like-
minded psalmists who, as Skinner suggests, in their experiences and 
cont inued explorations of the !ru.man heart, have "brcught to light the 
capacity of the human spirit for fellowship with the Divine, which was 
the preparation for the gathering together into one through Jesus 
(a) 
Christ of the children of God who are scattered abroad (John 11:52)." 
May cur stream of gratitude increase in coolness and grandeur 
as we tro.ce it back to the fi ret fountain from whe nee flowed the re-
freshing waters of individualism in religion. 
(a) Ibid, pp. 224-225. 
8. 
(7) 
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THE PROPHETIC WORD, AN UNTAMEABLE INNER FIRE. 
(Chapter 20:7-12, Driver's Translation, pp. 118-119}. 
(a) 
Thou hast be~iled me, Yahweh, and I let myself be be~iled; 
Thou art stronger than I, and hast prevailed: I am become a 
laughingstock all the day, every one mocketh me. 
(8) For as often as I speak, I cry cut; I cry, 'Violence and spoilt 
'because the word of Yahweh is become to me a reproach, and a 
derision all the day. 1 
(9) And if I say, 'I will not think of it, nor apeak any more in his 
name, 1 then there is in mine heart as it were a burning fire shut 
(b) 
up in my bones, and I am weary with holding in, and I cannot 
(contain). 
(c) 
(10) For I hear the defaming of many, terror on every side! 11 Report, 
(d) (e) 
and we will report him, 1 (say) all my familiar fri ends, they 
(f) (g) 
that watch for my halting; 1 peradventure he will be be~iled, 
and we shall prevail against him, and take rur vengeance on himt 
(h) 
(11) But Yahweh is with me as a might~r one and a terrible: therefore 
my persecutors shall stumble, and not prevail: they shall be put 
greatly to shame, because they have not dealt wisely, with a 
(i) 
perpetual confUsion, which shall never be forgotten. 
(12) But, 0 Yahweh of hosts, that triest the righteous, that eeest the 
reins and the heart, let me see thy vengeance on them; for unto 
(j) 
thee have I revealed my cause. 
(a) Or persuaded (Proverbs 25:15). Jeremiah means to say that he 
has been over-persuaded by Yahweh to become Hie prophet, and be-
~iled into a position fraught with vexations and disappointments 
which he never anticipated. 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
( j) 
-11)-
Or enduring. 
Of. Psalm )l:l),where these words are quoted. 
Viz., to the authorities, on a charge of treason (26:11). 
Hebrew 'the men of my peace' (as ;>8:22; Psalm 41:9). 
i.e., for m:y limping, figure for fatal step, ruin 
(cf. Psalm )5:15, )7tl7). 
Or persuaded; viz., into saying unguardedly something that 
might be construed as treaaonable, and lead to hie being 
reported to the government. Jeremiah's conviction that 
the safety of Judah depended upon submission to the Chaldeans, 
caused him to be regarded by many as unpatriotic, and to be 
suspected of treason. 
i.e., as a fear-inspiring warrior, - -- the regular sense of 
gibber, 'mighty man,' in Hebrew (II Samuel 2):8, etc.: of 
Yahweh, as here, Psalm 24:8, Isaiah 52:1); contrast Jeremiah 
ll!·:9). 
Of. 2;>:4o. 
This verse is repeated from 11:20. 
This Confession more than any other, takes us into the die-
quieted depths of a restless heart that is trying to find rest in 
Yahweh. There is an attempt here to resist what Prof. Leslie styles 
(a) 
"his irresistible desire to preach." Peake, in introducing this section, 
says: " we now reach one of the most powerfUl and impresaive passages in 
the whole of the prophetic literature, e. passage which takes us, as no 
other, not only into the depths of the prophet's soul, but into the 
(b) 
secrete of the prophetic consciousness.• 
(a) Ibid, Lecture Notes, 1925-1926. 
(b) Ibid, P• 241. 
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Psychologically this passage displays a vivid contact between 
the Divine and the rumen element. In verse 7 we see the susceptible 
epiri t of Jeremiah being persuaded, and led on and on by the leavening 
influence of the spiritual urge which Yahweh had planted in his heart. 
The prophet could not resist, for repression only intensified the urge. 
Today, psychology helps us to account for, and even to explain often, 
recurring states of morbidness and melancholia, brought on in many cases 
by limiting ourselves too much to one routine of living and experience. 
We have already alluded to the excessive states of loneliness to which 
Jeremiah was literally forced because of hie life and prophetic conscious-
ness. There was an ever-recurring compulsion in him which made him eo 
dependent upon Yahweh, for He was hie only comfort. As D.lhm obse rvee 
concerning the prophet's condition ae described in 20:7-12, "Aber er 
karm ee nicht lllnger ertragen, von allen, selbst von eeinen Freunden, 
(a) 
angefeindet zu werden. J ahwe lll.lSB ihm hel fen." 
I am not at all sure that we ought to regard Jeremiah' a :re-
curri ng dependence upon Yahweh as altogether abnormal from the psycho-
logical point of approach. May it not be a type of genius that we are 
deal i ng with in this case, and in which case psychology has not as yet 
done much for us. G. C. Joyce makes an interesting comment here: 
1 The study of the abnormal psychology of genius is still in i t a initial 
stages. But even eo it seems to indicate that something similar to 
ecstasy or trance has played no small part in the achi evemnts of the 
supreme writers and artiste of the worl d. It is the fashion to refer 
anything of the kind to the supposed action of the subliminal conscious-
(a) Ibid, p. 164. 
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nees. Great truths and great conceptions, having been elaborated in 
the lower and hidden strata of the mental life, suddenly emerge into 
consciousness. The process is certainly abnormal. Cons ide ring ita 
results, it would be ridiculous to call it morbid. And the distinction 
between the abnormal and the morbid needs to be kept steadily in view 
when the psychology of prophetic inspiration is being investigated. 
U ndrubtedly the prophets were abnormal. They were men of genius. 
They were .visionaries. Each of the greater prophets is careful to 
recount a vivid psychical experience through which he felt himself 
called to play the part of God's messenger. That these were the only 
occasions on which such experiences befell them is in .itaelf unlikely; 
and the testimony of their wri tinge, thcugh not free from ambiguity, 
(a) 
suggests at least some recurrences of the prophetic trance." 
No one can study the Confesai one of Jeremiah without feeling 
that the problem of the spiritual urge and the reluctance of the flesh 
pained hie conscience tremendously. It was not a psychical problem 
for him, for the prophets lived in a day when •the new psychology" was 
not known. In that fine article of H. W. Hines, 11 The Prophet As Mystic11 , 
we are given an appreciation of what He,lecher has tried to do in his 
book 11 Die Propheten: Untersuchengen zur Religionsgeschichte Israele, 
191411 , and in interpreting hie view point Hines says: 11 Re refuses to 
put the prophetic experiences down as abnormalities off the beaten track 
of normal psychical life, but insists that they are nonnal conditions 
of conscicueness changed by an exceptional intensifying of the emotions. 
(a) Joyce, G.C., Art. 11 0ld Testament Prophecy", Peake' a Commentary 
on the Bible, p. 4)0. 
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In a study of the 'emotions' he finds a clue to the problem. 
The psychical experience of the prophet is accompanied by a strong 
excitement of mind; these highest levels of these excitations are 
called Ecstasy. Since the word 'ecstasy' says nothing about the 
causa of excitation, it may be used of religious and non-religious 
experience alike. There are many forms of ecstasy as of feeling. 
The psychical and physical concomitants of ecstasy are the same as 
those of the emotions. Emotional disturbances dam up the regular 
course of consciousness, and have divergent effects on the course of 
ideas and bodily movements. There are two forms of affects or changes 
and interchanges in the realm of consciousness; these are either a 
concentration of consciousness upon a narrow circle of ideas or a 
condition of loss of self-feeling, with or without confUsion of the 
course of thought. This disturbance due to central stimulation, not 
to external sense impression, when of greater intensity, fUrnishes a 
condi tion for hallucination. CUr author presents the psychological 
basis or cause of the hallucination, and then points out that the 
genere.l susceptibility of the nervous system is of great importance 
for t he disposition to have hallucinations, some individuals being 
very susceptible. The background and material for hallucinat ions 
(a) 
come from moral sense perceptions." 
In G • . C. Joyce' e book 11 The i·{nspiration Of Prophecy", 
"hallucination" is also the psychological tenn best adapted to describe 
the voices and visions of the prophets, but he guards his whole position 
(a) Hines, H.W., Art. 11 The Prophet As Mystic", Amer. Jour. of Sem. 
Lange. and Lite., October 192), pp. 40-41. 
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by saying that 1Whatever light may be thrown upon the phenomena of 
prophecy by comparison with other religious experience, the innermost 
(a) 
secret will remain inviolate. 11 In other words, psychology m~ 
apply all of ita methods and means of analysis, classification, etc., 
but the content of one 1 s own personal religious experience which is to 
be found in the Holy of Holies of one 1 s heart, will remain a pot of 
gold at the end of the rainbow for everyone else but the experiencer. 
Major Povah raises some startling questions: 11 If we believe 
in a living God, Jeremiah claims our attention. But if we do not be-
lieve in a living God, Jeremiah claims oor attention even more urgently. 
For we are then confronted with the question • 1How has this psycho-
neurotic, who ato.od alone against the world, succeeded in imposing hie 
delusions on millions of men over a period of 2t milleniums 1 ? 
Was Jeremiah a man with a message from the living God, or was he a 
psychoneurotic with a fixed idea? That he felt the drive of a com-
( b) 
palling personality or force is indisputable." 
It is my own conviction that Jeremiah had a moat unique abd 
impressive personal experience, and the very Confession that we are 
considering is the wail of a scul, who for the first time in the ex-
periencee of l'nlman life, feels the burning presence of God within hie 
bosom. He was convinced that hie experience and hie career was not a 
result of hie own volition, and the most striking proof that he can 
offer is the assertion that Yahweh 1 enticed 11 him to apeak. If he had 
foreseen the heights of unpopularity to wbich the straight and narrow 
(a) Joyce, G.C., The Inspiration Of Prophecy; p. 65. 
(b) Povah, J.W., The New Psychology and The Hebrew Prophets,p.l49. 
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road of sel f-nbnegati on led, with a certain consciousness perhaps that 
he was being guided into this very intense personal experience of Yahweh, 
we wonder if he would have despaired eo rruch? But there was a great 
mystical deliverance taking possession of hie soul, and it is likely 
that he cruld not properly evaluate the whole process satisfactorily 
to himself, or else he wculd not have cried aloud: as in verses 8 
and 9, 
11 \Vhenever I speak, they mock, and they ill-treat 1ne; 
for uttering the Eternal 1 s word day after day, 
I am taunted and insulted. 
If I say, 'I will not mention it, I will not speak i n 
his name any more, 1 
Then I feel within me as it were a fire that burna my 
very being. 
I am tired of this, eo tired I cannot bear it any 
1 onge r. 11 ( a) 
To me these words represent the summary complaininge of a weary soul 
which, in the process of pioneering its way through the forest that 
leads to individualism in religion, is eo nearly exhausted that it 
can hardly enjoy the freedom that soon awaits it. 
Jeremiah is more than a psychoneurotic with fixed ideas; 
he i s a God-filled man, who, were he living today wruld cry cut: 
11 0 Love that wilt not let me go, etc •11 Ve rae 11 portrays him emerging 
again in the presence of Yahweh, and if he had suffered mental and 
emotional despair, he is now confident that the infinite might and 
knowledge of Yahweh will sustain him. 
Peake observes verse 12 to be identical with 11:20, and 
suggests that it may · have been originally a marginal quotation. 
Many commentators accept this. 
(a) Moffatt' e Translation. 
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It is difficult to fix with certainty the date of this pae~age, 
although Peake would assign the incident of the breaking of the earthen 
. bottle in the Valley of Ben-Hinnom (which is regarded as a sign of dee-
truction that is to come upon Jerusalem and Judah - chapter 19), and 
the outburst of 20:7-12 to the early part of Jehoiakim1 a reign. 
The scripture tells us that Jeremiah had executed hie commission, and 
had returned to the Temple where he repeated again hie prediction of 
ruin. As a result of this Paehhur, the overseer of the Temple, had him 
beaten a.nd put in stocks. It is thought that this humiliating ex-
perience and suffering brought low the hope of the prophet, and that 
the present Confession is the product of those gloomy hours. He may 
have been despondent, but he is so assuring in his confidence of 
Yahweh. As Skinner puts i t: "The basis of Jeremiah's personal re-
(a) 
li gion ia his trust in the unerring rightecusne.se of God." 
There were times with Jeremiah, as with us, when hopes le:f't 
and feelings were low, but he always returned to the eruree of his 
strength - Yahweh. 
(a) Ibid, p. 225. 
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9. HE Cl.JRSES THE DAY OF HIS BIRTH. 
(Chapter 20:14-18, Dri ver 1 a Tranel ation, p. 120). 
(14) Cursed be the day wherein I was born: let not the day wherein 
my mother bare me be blessed. 
(15) Cursed be the man who brought tidings to my father, saying, 
(16) 
(17) 
'A man child is born unto thee'; making him very glad. 
And let that 
(a) 
man be ae the cities which Yahweh overthrew, 
(b) 
and repented not; and let him hear a cry in the morning, 
(c) 
and the (war- )shout at noontide: 
(d) 
because he slew me not in the womb, that so my mother should 
have been my grave, and her womb always great. 
( 18) Wherefore came I forth from the womb to see labcur and sorrow, 
that my days should be consumed with shame? 
(a) i.e., Sodom and Gomorrah: see Genesis 19:25. 
(b) i.e., the cry of hie household and friends, attacked by the foe. 
(c) . See 4: 19; e.nd c f. 15: 8. 
(d) So Sept. Syr. The Hebrew text has 1 from 1 , which suite Job ):11, 
but does not here agree with the sequel. 
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The sentiment of this passage is paralleled by Job ):3-12. 
The relative priority of these two passages has been a subject of much 
debate, and Peake, s peaking of this last Confession says: "OJ.r pass age 
is incontestably genuine (by this it is not meant that its genuineness 
has not been denied), and therefore at the latest could not be much 
later than the destruction of Jerusalem. Job, on the other hand, can 
hardly be earlier than the exile, and is more probably post-exilic 
(see the present writer1 e commentary). Accordingly, the author of 
Job imitates Jeremiah, as indeed we might have anticipated. 
For Jeremiah1 s is a natural outburst, springing from a soul stirred 
(a) 
to its depths; Job's curse is much more artificial and literary." 
H. Wheeler .Robinson in his article "Jeremiah" in Peake' e 
Commentary on the Bible, believes this impressive passage to be of 
11 great importance for the study of the prophetic consciousness; it shows 
clearly that the psychological compulsion which underlies a 'Thus eaith 
the Lord' is the guarantee of the prophet 1 s sincerity, when claiming 
(b) 
to speak by Divine inspiration.'' 
Before leaving this point on the prophetic consciousness, I 
should like also to quote one observation made by H. Wheeler Robinson 
in another article by him entitled 11 The Psychology e.nd Metaphysic of 
1Thus Saith Yahweh11 • 111 The realm in which the prophetic consciousness 
operates is, as we have seen, supremely that of moral truth. The Hebrew 
genius has contributed li tifle to the aesthetic wealth of the world, 
beyond its religious lyrics; •.•• But its supreme contribution is 
(a) 
(b) 
Ibid, p. 244. 
Robinson, H.W.,Art. 11 Jeremiah",Peake 1 s Commentary on The 
Bible, p. 484. 
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admittedly in the religious conception of morality, an achievement 
in which the great prophets took the foremost place. The prophetic 
consciousness shows that morality is religion, when it is morality 
and not mere convention •••• The compulsion felt by the prophets, 
however mediated by psychological phenomena, was ultimately the 
compulsion of the. moral consciousness, interpreted naturally as the 
will of Yahweh. But that compulsion is not peculiar to them; it is 
the universal characteristic of personality, when it reaches a certain 
( a) 
stage of development, or indeed when personality emerges at all. 11 
The Hebrew prophet faced the ethical imperative "I ought" 
or 11 I must", and to the contents of hie own moral and religious con-
eciouenesa he ascribed an objective origin and value, and while he 
could not understand the problem of hie experience in any scientific 
sense, yet he was sure that hie message was authentic for it was based 
on a divine communication received from Yahweh. Even todey, for those 
of us who believe in God, there is no simpler or more satisfying 
explanation of this moral compulsion than to aay that it is due to 
., 
the pressure of the Divine Spirit upon the human spirit. Moral values 
are personal values, and they must be conceived, experienced arid kept 
in relation to persons. In the personal relationship' of Jeremiah 
to Yahweh, this discovery was made, and everlasting is our debt to him 
for personalizing. ~orality and religion. 
Prof. Hocking in hie study "The Meaning Of God In Human 
Experience", turns to 11 the prophetic conscioosneea" to ~escri be/ the 
I 
(a) Robinson, H; W., Art. 11 The Psychology and Metaphtsic of 1Thus Seith 
Yahweh'", Zeitschrift ~r die Altteatamentliche 
Wieaenschaft, 192;, pp. 12-15. 
' . ~· \ .. ,
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reality of human life: 11 Of all the fields of !n.tman creation, that 
of the historic deed exhibits at ita beat this continuous descent of 
the idea into the particular .••• By the prophetic consciousness I do 
not mean a knowledge that something is going to happen in the fUture 
accomplished by forces beyond myself; I mean a knowledge that this 
act of mine which I now utter is to succeed and hold ita place in 
(a) 
history." 
I think we can say that Jeremiah achieved this in a very 
extraordinary way. He had a passion to know the truth and righterus -
ness. He lived in a time when new truth and new inspiration for right 
living were sorely needed. He kept his spirit immersed in what he 
believed to be the fountain-head of wisdom and goodness and he received 
them. Beyond this, for the present at least, we will do well not to 
push our psychological approach any further, for as A. B. Davidson 
says: "It is vain to speculate how the Divine mind coalesces with the 
roman, or to ask at what point the Divine begins to operate. Some have 
argued that the operation was dynamical, that is, an intensification 
of the faculties of the mind, enabling it t!n.ts to reach higher truth. 
Others regard the Divine operation as of the nature of suggestion of 
truth to the mini. What is to be held, at all events, is ihat 
revelation was not the communication of abstract or general religious -
i deas to the intellect of the prophet. Hie whole religious mind was 
engaged. He entered into the fellowship of God, hie mind occupied 
wi th all hie own religious interests and all those of the people of 
God; and his mind thus operating, he reached the practical truth 
relevant to the occasi~n. 11 
(b) 
(a) Hocking, VI. E., The Meaning of God In Ifuman Experience, pp 484,503. 
(b) Ibid, H.B.D., Vol. IV, ~. 116. 
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There is such a definiteness and clearness of expression back 
of this last Confession as rendered by A. C. Welch, that I want to 
state it as given by him before concluding this study: 
11 Cursed be the day on which I was born; may no blessing 
rest on the day when nry mother bore me! Cursed be he 
who brc:ught the news to my father, 'a eon is born to 
you, 1 congratulating him! May the fate of that man 
be the fate of the towns which Yahweh pitilessly over-
threw. May he hear a cry at dawn, a battle-shout at 
noon-day. Because men did not kill me in my mother's 
womb, and make rrry mother my grave, making nry mother go 
with her un9orn child to the graveL Wey did I ever 
come from the womb, only to see weariness and toil, 
and spend rrry days in shame?" (a) 
Jeremiah, more than any prophet of Old Testament memory, knew what it 
was to walk in the blackest shadows of hopelessness. A man has to be 
pretty far gone to curse the day of hie birth. From these Confessions 
we gather that there were many times when this man of God felt that he 
had been born only to experience sorrow, trouble and loneliness. 
It has been said that: 11 the only meaning of the checks and sorl"'owa of 
life is to brace us for the worst. It is the strain that ever brings 
the strength, 11 and eo it was with Jeremiah, for herein we see him being 
disciplined by God, and strengthened to stand as a wall of bronze in 
the face of failure and rejection. The rejection of him by hie own 
people drove him to God, and when it seemed that even God had forgotten 
His prophet, he clung desperately to Him, until the consciousness of 
that fellowship and presence ultimately brought him that peace and joy 
without which life is barren and meaningless. 'undismayed and daunt-
lees,• says Cornill, 11 he fell in hie harness, a true soldier of the 
"' He had become !as an iron wall and as pillars of braes against 
(a) Ibid, p. 52. 
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the whole land. They had struggled against him, but had not over-
com him. He fell aa a hero, as a conqueror; he cruld die for the 
(a) 
truth, he could not abjure it." 
Yes, he was a martyr for the righterusness of God in the hearts 
of nen, but unlike other martyrs, who were put to doa.th instantly, 
Jeremiah's martyrdom extended over the long period of some forty 
years of the most intense and pathetic individual suffering. No man 
has ever fought hie way through the thorny thickets of opposition, 
and the pathways of personal pain as did Jeremiah in order to gain 
such an individual and personal relationship with God. For crurage, 
loyalty to hie call, and apiri tual insight Jeremiah is foremost among 
the Old Testanent prophets. His emphasis upon personal, spiri tua.l 
religion, hie perception of the need of a more direct relationship 
between God and man as the basis for a free and enduring society, 
are the characteriatic marks of the prophet whose career has been 
called •a lifelong martyrdom. 11 
(a) Cornill, C.H., The Prophets of Israel, p. 107. 
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CHAPI'ER VI. 
THE RELIGION OF JEREMIAH AS REVEALED IN HIS CONFESSIONS. 
An evaluation of this prophet's religion necessitates 
a constant recognition that divine truth is indeed a seed which rust 
be planted in the field of human personality and experience in order to 
have ita normal growth and to bear its proper fruit. In the case of 
Jeremiah it is difficult to distinguish between the man and hie message, 
for hie book abrunds in personal material, outward experiences and inner 
strivings. In this chapter let us enumerate and consider several of 
the outstanding characteristics of hie religion as revealed in the 
Confessions. 
1. He discovered and emancipated the soul of the individual. 
Up to his time, he was the fi rat of all the prophets to teach that 
religion was a matter of personal fell owahip with God,, based on the 
unerring righteousness of God. Throughout the East from time immemorial 
the individual has been comparatively insignificant. 
. . 
The preservation 
of the family, the tribe or the nation as a corporate social unit has 
always held a high place in ancient days. But there are some stretches 
of life and experience which cannot be reached and understood in the 
light of national life, and it is because all families, tribes and 
nations are made up of individuals who are both dependent and independent 
entities in themselves. Such being the case, the dey was bound to come 
when some one would discover that the preservation of the individual 
would normally and naturally precede the preservation of the tribe. 
This discovery was made by Jeremiah in hie own personal life and religious 
· experience. We have already noted how his own spiritual life virtually 
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forced him to advance to new conceptions of religion, and basic among 
these was the conviction that a man's religious problems could not all 
be cared for on a wholesale basis. Jeremiah's first loyalty was to 
the prophetic office to which Yahweh had called him, and all through 
these Confessions we have observed how he was cut off from the religious 
fellowship with men. Hie suffering drove the experience deep into hie 
heart, and the loneliness and isolation of hie sensitive spirit drove 
him to God. In His presence hie soul felt at home, and hie spirit at 
ease, even though Yahweh rebuked him time and again in his despair. 
The more the people opposed him and persecuted him, the more he leaned 
on Yahweh, and while suffering and pain almost crushed hie spirit, 
devout communion with Yahweh brought hope and gladness to hie heart. 
Tnis process carried over a long period of time gradually freed hie soul 
from dependence on man and increased his faith in the high and emancipating 
privilege of contact with God. As Skinner describes it: "If anything 
~e vital in Jeremiah, it is his experience of religion as immediate 
fellowship with God, and his conviction that the reality of it consists 
in a right inward disposition, in the instinctive response of the heart 
(a) 
to the revelation of God." Through hie own long and trying experience 
then we see him discovering that the individual's ~ereonal relation to 
God is the indestructible pearl of great price in the life of each and 
all men. 
spirit. 
2. He discovered religion to be an affair of the inner 
Previous to Jeremiah's time religion was concerned for 1~he most 
part with material atfairs, i.e., Divine approval was desired in order to 
have victory in war, fruitfulness of field and vineyard, success i n trade, 
and above all, a male posterity (cf. Genesis 16; 17; and I Samuel 1). 
(a) Ibid, p. )25. 
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Jeremiah discovered that men were depending upon Yahweh for externalities, 
such as victorious armies, fertile fields and large families, but that 
they were not cultivating the more spiritual elements in their nature. 
To rdm religion itself was primarily an affair of the inner spirit. 
And as lw plied the depths of hie own responsive and deeply spiritual 
nature, he not only found this true for himself, but that Yahweh was 
one who tried the desires, searched the hearts and strengthened the 
personalities of all men alike if they would commune with His friendly 
nature. Jeremiah' a religion revealed this: that we do not know the 
hidden resw rcee of our own natures until we open our inner li vee to 
t he unerring righteousness of God, and allow Him to lay bare before our 
own eyes our weakness and our strength. From his own experience, Jeremiah 
learned that eel f-maatery was the reward of all who diligently sought 
and tru eted God. In all these ways he discovered the heart to be t he 
citadel of true religion, and by subjec.ting himself to rigorous seasons 
of self-examination, he deepened and developed the subjective experience 
of God as a healer of the heart. To quote Skinner again: "In any case 
it was a great step in the history of religion to tum from· the formalism 
of an external worship, and the legalism of a national covenant, and to 
find God in the heart of the individual, as One whose holy end search-
ing presence strengthens every good purpose and pure aspiration that 
j 
dwel ls there, and who sets secret sins in (the light of His countenance. 
i 
By the grace of God Jeremiah took that step, and opened up a way of 
access to God which many devout souls, following in his footprints, 
(a) 
found to be the way everlasting." By rurturing the inner spirit, 
Jeremiah evolved an irresistible passion to know Yahweh and the mrna.n 
soul. 
(a) Ibid, 227. 
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,. In hie religion he experienced prayer. Each and all 
of the Confessions represent Jeremiah as pruring forth hie heart to 
One who see-s in secret and rewards openly. He prays for healing 
(17:14), which may mean e-ither BJ?iritua.l healing of hie sick heart 
(1 7: 9), or removal of all trrubles which oppressed him and tried to 
break hie spirit; he prays for help against his adversaries (17:18), 
for vindication of the cause he represents, and especially for God 1 e 
vengeance on all hie persecutors. But prayer for Jeremiah was not 
so one-sided, for in reality it became that kind of communion to lum 
where spirit with spirit met, (cf. 15:19ff.). Prayer brrught to him 
the illuminating p:r&eence of God t s all-refining will. In other words, 
Jeremiah in hie experience of prayer gained a glimpse of the truth 
11 that the pure- in heart alone can see God, and that only .throogh what 
(a) 
i~;J Godlike in man are God 1 s mind and purpose diece-rned. 11 
Jeremiah's religion revealed the reality of religion, for as 
Skinner ably puts it: 11 for it was only in a tragic personal experience 
such as he passed through that the reality of religion could be apprehend-
ed and verified. Greater than all the teaching of subsequent prophets 
in its influence on /the piety of follcming generations was the spirit of 
Jeremiah, which breathed rut on his people after death, and bore fruit 
in an experience- of fellowship with God which satisfied the deepest as-
pirations of the human soul. In hie lif'e of unrewarded labour, of un-
paralleled endurance, and absolute fidelity to God men even read lessons 
of' Which his own writings betray no consciousness. They learned from 
contemplation of its long tragedy a truer insight into the great law 
(a) Ibid, p. 215. 
of vica.ricus suffering, which led them to the conception of' the mission 
of Israel a.s the oppressed a.nd afflicted servant of Ya.hwe, and still 
further to the idea. of the one perfect a.nd sinless Servant of the Lord, 
-- the Ma.n of sorrows a.nd acquainted with grief, the La.mb of God which 
(a.) 
taketh a.wa.y the sin of the world." 
(e) Ibid, p. 351. 
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SUMMARY. 
It is the ea:Nlest hope that t.f4s .. paper will help all who read 
it to catch something of the regal religious a pi rit of Jeremiah. 
His personality is rich, hie spirit deep, and hie arul abiding to all 
who stand sincerely in the presence of this immortal spirit of God's 
good revelation. 
In the Introduction we have traced quite briefly the origin, 
development and general character of Prophecy as it began very obscurely 
before the days of Samuel, through the perbod of its highest achievements, 
and converged into a most extraordinary movement that reached its highest 
peak of influence and expression from the eighth to the fourth centuries 
B. C., noting the character of work carried on by such prophets as Amos , 
and Hosea, but with special appreciation of how Jeremiah, the prophet of 
transition, played a most important place in the prophetic movement. 
Chapter I attempts to orient this great prophet of inner and 
individual religion in the life and times of his prophetic era, and in 
a very general way covers the more imnortant historical incidents and 
experiences which heaped problem a:rter problem and disaster after dis-
aster upon the heads and hearts of the people, especially those who had 
the religious and moral welfare of the people much at heart. 
It traces significant events from the time Jeremiah began his ministry 
in 626 B.C. down through the fall of Jerusalem in 586 B.C., and through 
all of which this prophet of the human heart remained most loyal to his 
prophetic commission. 
~hapter II deale with the extremely complex critical character 
of the book of Jeremiah, trying to set forth as much as possible, some of 
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the more important theories a.nd pointe of confusion which eo characterize 
this great book. In the Chronological Qltline, which is based on 
Creelman's arrangement of headings and dates, the various chapters, etc., 
have been placed as near as possible in the order of their origin, etc., 
and many statements of contrasts and comparisons have been enumerated by 
leading critics in this field. The real purpose of this chapter is not 
to settle or reconstruct all of the problems of the book, but merely to 
show how ve>ry involved the whole book is, and how very careful we nust 
be in the use of such material in our evaluation of hie religious 
experience. 
Chapter III would assist us in getting acquainted with t he 
earliest life and influences of Jeremiah' o youth and pre .. prophetic 
dayas 1) by considering hie birthplace and early environment; 2) hie 
call; and ?) the prophet's personal life, and the influence of hie great 
predecessor, Hosea, upon him. 
Chapter IV has to do with the Deuteronomic Reform of 621 B. C., 
and Jeremiah's relation to it, as near as we can ascertain it by noting: 
1) the origin and general aim of Deuterononw; 2) the attitude the prophet 
took toward this Law Book which was the basis of Josiah's reformation. 
At first Jeremiah apparently approved of the spiritual possibilities, 
whereas later, the practical application of the Law proved too much of 
a hlanket movement that did not effect true righteousness in the hearts 
of all the people. 
Chapter V is the main part of our thesis, and here, by a sort of 
blend of the historical, the critical and the exegetical , methode, we have 
tried to penetrate, the inner life and character of this prophetic martyr~ 
by studying each of his Confessions separately-
The first part of the chapter establishes all of these Confessions as 
coming between the years 621 or 620 and 597 B.C., i.e., as nearly as 
we dare be specific about such a matter. Confessions 1 and 2 at least 
bear definite marks of having been born in the days o~ his early ministry, 
while the remaining seven Confessions are the product of a s i ncere heart 
that has reached maturity in the opposition of men, and its experience of 
the compelling will of Yahweh. 
Chapter VI treats more particularly the religion of Jeremiah 
as disclosed by his Confessions: 1) He discovered and emancipated to 
a very large extent, the srul of the individual; by making religion a 
matter of personal experience in one's approach and relation to God. 
2) He discovered religion to be an affair o~ the inner spirit of man by 
plying the depths of his own responsive nature to the will and way of God. 
7) His religion enabled him to experience prayer, and this he achieved 
by laying bare his own inner nature in intimat& converse with God. 
Jeremiah was a prophet of the heights of Yahweh as well as the 
depths of the human heart. By scaling the heights and plumbing the 
depths, he made it possible for man to possess the true spirit of God 
in hie own personal life. 
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